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Abstract: Lenses in virtual reality headsets make it possible to put displays close
to users’ eyes and they provide users with wider field of view. However, they also
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Introduction

Overview
Virtual reality (VR) is a field of computer graphics with widespread use in indus-
try as well as in entertainment. Many virtual reality headsets have been developed
in the past decade and the technology continues to evolve rapidly. Companies
compete to create virtual reality devices with the best image quality and as wide
field of view as possible.

The two most important components of VR headsets that determine the image
quality and the field of view are the display and the lens. Lenses are put in front of
the displays for two reasons. Firstly, they make it possible to put the displays very
close to the user’s eyes. Secondly, the lenses bend light to create the impression
of wide field of view, while the size of the displays can remain relatively small [1].

Useful though the lenses are, they also cause an undesirable effect of image
distortion. Typically, the wider the field of view the lens provides, the more
distorted the image appears to the user. It is possible to mitigate the distortion
via a more complex lens design or by chaining of multiple lenses with different
optical properties, which is commonly done for camera objectives. Nevertheless,
it is impractical to use a system of lenses in a head-mounted device and even the
most complex lenses cannot avoid the distortion fully.

As we want that users see a natural image without any distortion, we have to
compensate for this effect in software. The idea is following: Assuming we know
the distortion of the image that the lens causes, instead of displaying the image
we want the user to see, we display an image that is distorted in a way opposite
to the distortion of the lens, so that the distortions cancel each other.

In practice, the distortion compensation means adding an additional step to
the image rendering pipeline. After the image that the user should see is rendered,
it is transformed to correspond to the inverse distortion. Only then, the image
is shown on the display. The image transformation is usually performed on the
GPU.

To be able to use this distortion compensation approach, we need to determine
the precise distortion properties of the lens first, which is the main topic of this
thesis.

Motivation and Aims
For simple lenses, it is possible to model the distortion via a simple parametric
model. For coordinates of a given point in the original image, the model computes
the shift by which the point moves in the distorted image. The model has, for
example, two to four parameters that can be determined experimentally or by an
optimization procedure based on a set of known correspondences. This approach
is used for instance in Google Cardboard [2]. These models rely on the circular
symmetry of the lens: the amount of distortion depends just on the distance from
the centre of the lens. They also assume that the distorted point always lies on a
line that connects the original point location with the distortion centre (the point
on the display in the intersection with the optical axis of the lens).
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Nevertheless, as new headsets are being developed with high requirements on
the image quality and field of view, we face the need to use lenses with more
complex properties. The simple models are not sufficient any more. Therefore,
either more complex models need to be used or a different approach needs to be
employed.

The development of a mathematical model specifically for a certain complex
lens costs a considerable amount of time and the resulting model will very likely
not be reusable for the next generation of lenses, which slows down the develop-
ment cycle. Furthermore, we risk that the model will not be perfect and small
inaccuracies will degrade the user experience (the feeling of immersion) or, in the
worst case, cause sickness because of sudden changes in proportions of objects as
the user moves in the virtual environment.

The aim of this thesis is to address these issues and propose and implement a
system capable of determining the lens distortion properties automatically or at
least semi-automatically.

Concepts
Distortion is an inherent property of lens systems. It is one of the optical aberra-
tions that are caused by the fact that real lenses do not follow the idealised lens
model — Gaussian (paraxial) optics. Gaussian optics considers only rays forming
small angles with the optical axis and simplifies computations by the replacement
of sines and cosines by their first-order Taylor approximation around zero. Nev-
ertheless, already when using the third-order Taylor approximation, the existence
of aberrations emerges. For this reason, these imperfections are also called third-
order aberrations. Four of five types of these aberrations (spherical aberration,
coma, astigmatism and field curvature) cause degradation of the image quality.
For example, in spherical aberration, for a bundle of rays that strike the lens
parallel to the optical axis, the rays closer to the optical axis focus at a different
point than the rays further from the optical axis. As a result, it is impossible to
obtain a fully focused image. On the other hand, distortion, the last type of third
order aberrations, does not affect the image quality, it only changes its shape. [3]
Thanks to this, it is possible to compensate for it in software.

Virtual reality lenses are liable to distortion because they deal with rays far
from the optical axis and thus violate the paraxial optics assumption. This is not
only due to the requirement of wide field of view, but also because the size of the
aperture through which the user observes the scene cannot be reduced too much
so that the user can move their eye pupil freely while still seeing the scene [4].

The software correction of lens distortion has been extensively studied in
connection with cameras. Camera lenses also exhibit distortion, as a result of
which straight lines in the scene appear curved in photographs. This phenomenon
is particularly strong for wide-angle (fisheye) cameras. The distortion can be
corrected in post-processing. It is not so important to correct it for viewing of
the images. However, for computer vision applications, in which the captured
images are used for measurements, the correction is crucial. The parameters
needed to describe the camera distortion model can be computed, along with
other camera parameters, in a process referred to as camera calibration. Since
having a calibrated camera was also necessary in the context of this thesis, the
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process is described in detail in Chapter 2.

Barrel Distortion and Pincushion Distortion
The distortion typical for fisheye cameras is called barrel distortion and it is shown
in Figure 1a, which is a photograph of the pattern 1c captured by a GoPro Hero
camera with wide-angle lens. Straight lines captured in a barrel-distorted image
are curved outwards from the centre. Fisheye lenses compress the light coming
from wide field of view. The distortion is a consequence of the fact that the
bending of the light is not linear with respect to the angle between the incoming
ray and the optical axis: the bigger the angle, the higher the bending factor.

In contrast to this, the purpose of VR lenses is to spread the light coming from
a narrower display area to provide wider field of view to the user. Similarly to
the barrel-distortion case, the bending factor grows as the angle grows. However,
in this case, the effect is the opposite: straight lines in the image appear curved
inwards. This type of distortion is called pincushion distortion. It is depicted in
Figure 1b. The image was captured by a camera through the lens of a VR headset,
while the pattern 1c was displayed on the headset display. The distortion caused
by the camera was removed, so that only the distortion caused by the VR-headset
lens is visible.

(a) Barrel distortion (b) Pincushion distortion

(c) Reference image

Figure 1: Comparison of barrel and pincushion distortion

Chromatic Aberration
The refraction angle of light striking a lens depends on the wavelength of the
light. A consequence of this is an effect called chromatic aberration. There are
two types of chromatic aberration: longitudinal and lateral [3]. Longitudinal
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chromatic aberration is a term for the impossibility to focus all colours at once,
because each wavelength has a slightly different focal distance. In other words,
the focal point of different colours is shifted along the optical axis.

The displacement of the focus in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis
(i.e. in the image plane) is called lateral chromatic aberration and it is appar-
ent around the borders in Figure 1b. Unlike longitudinal chromatic aberration,
lateral chromatic aberration can be effectively dealt with during the distortion
compensation process, because it does not lead to loss in image sharpness. Lat-
eral chromatic aberration causes each colour to be subject to a slightly different
distortion. In practice, we can suppress this effect sufficiently by computing
the distortion-compensation model independently for each of the primary colours
(red, green and blue).

Prior Work
Various approaches to distortion compensation for virtual reality and augmented
reality displays have been proposed already in the nineties [5, 4, 6, 1]. Although
simplifications had to be made in the lens distortion model as well as in the
algorithms used due to hardware limitations, some of the proposed approaches are
similar to those used until today. For example, Rolland and Hopkins [4] suggest
the use of a lookup table indexed by screen space positions. On a position (i, j),
the table stores a screen space location to which the pixel at this location should
be shifted in order to appear at its original location once the lens distortion
is applied. Optimally, each pixel should be translated via this lookup table.
However, for performance reasons, the authors approximate the correct solution
by applying the transformation only to vertices of the displayed polygons.

A more recent comparison of available techniques has been published in 2013
by Pohl et al. [7] The authors present multiple GPU-based algorithms, a new
approach to chromatic aberration correction and texture filtering options that
improve the image quality. Subsequently, they assess the algorithms in terms
of performance and quality of the result. The image quality is compared to the
result generated by a custom ray tracer that bends cast rays inversely according
to the lens distortion profile. Contrary to the methods in which the correct image
is produced first and only then it is resampled to include the inverse distortion,
the ray tracer produces a correctly distorted image in one step and avoids any
re-sampling inaccuracies, which makes it suitable to be used as a ground-truth
approach. The distortion compensation algorithms are described in detail in
Chapter 1.

Further papers pertaining to virtual reality headset design and computer
graphics deal rather with other related topics than with lens distortion directly,
for example lens astigmatism, eye-tracking and foveated rendering [8, 9] or time-
warping — a technique to predict and react faster to the movement of the user’s
head [10].

Nevertheless, all the referred papers assume lens distortion with circular sym-
metry that can be approximated by a polynomial. For more thorough analysis
of lens models, we need to study papers on camera calibration (introduced in
the Chapter 2), although even camera calibration models usually assume circular
symmetry of the lens.
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Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 1, we analyse the problem, explain
our decisions and present our proposed solution. Chapter 2 deals with camera
calibration, which is a task we need to do in order to be able to use a camera for
measurements. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 explain the steps of our algorithm: pattern
detection, alignment of the captured pattern and data processing, which includes
extrapolation, interpolation and filtering. Chapter 6 is an overview of the imple-
mented software from the perspective of a user as well as from the perspective
of a developer. Finally, in the conclusion, we discuss the results, limitations and
possible future work.
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1. Problem Analysis
In this chapter, we first summarise the requirements on our solution, then, we
explain the conceptual decision taken and finally, we discuss the most most im-
portant challenges and problems that shaped the final solution.

1.1 Requirements
Our work is motivated by the needs of the development process of virtual reality
headsets. In every development cycle, lenses are replaced by a new model and
the distortion correction has to be updated accordingly. We want to make this
process faster and more reliable, which leads to the following requirements.

The solution should not require any strong assumptions about the design
of the lens. Specifically, unlike most previous research, we want to avoid the
circular symmetry assumption. The lens that was used for testing throughout
the work on the thesis was not circularly symmetric. In general, in the context
of the endeavour to reach the widest possible field of view, it is not reasonable
to assume this property. The human field of view in the horizontal direction is
wider than in the vertical direction and it can thus be beneficial to design lenses
with properties inhomogeneous in these two directions.

The process of the distortion measurement should be simple and interactive,
without the need of too much configuration. On the other hand, the targeted
audience are researchers and virtual reality developers who understand the nature
of the problem and are capable of making adjustments in order to adapt the
software to their needs. To make this possible, our solution has to be configurable
and extensible.

Next, our approach should not require professional optical calibration equip-
ment, which is often not accessible. The equipment that was available to us was:
a GoPro Hero camera with 12 MPx resolution and two different lenses, the vir-
tual reality headset itself and a 3D-printed holder that fixes the position of the
camera in front of the virtual reality headset lens in a position in which normally
user’s eye is. In the later stage, we also had access to a 16 MPx computer vision
camera made by the company IDS. The headset used and the camera mounted
in the eye position are shown in the Figure 1.1.

(a) Wide field of view VR headset
VRgineers XTAL

(b) The headset with a GoPro Hero
camera mounted in the eye position

Figure 1.1: Equipment used for testing
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Further, all state-of-the-art virtual reality headsets compensate for the split
of individual colours caused by chromatic aberration. Our pipeline needs to
integrate the measurement of this effect and compensate it as well. Another
factor that we need to be aware of is the fact that lens might change its position
with respect to the display. The headset we used enables both translations of
lenses in the horizontal direction more to the left or to the right with respect to
the display and translations of the displays forwards or backwards — closer to
the lens or further from it. The lateral shift is possible in order to compensate for
the varying interpupilary distance (often abbreviated to IPD) of different users,
thanks to which all users can correctly look through the centre of the lens. The
shift closer to or further from the lens enables all people to focus the image, which
depends on the properties of their eyesight.

The horizontal movement of the lens causes a translation of the distortion
centre along the display. However, it does not affect the shape of the distortion
itself. For the distortion compensation algorithm it is thus sufficient to know
the relative position of the lens and the display and apply the same distortion
model shifted accordingly. Contrary to this, the change of focus does influence
the distortion. The difference is not substantial, but it is noticeable.

Finally, an obvious and crucially important requirement: The precision of
the computed distortion model needs to be high enough so that the final distor-
tion compensation is convincing and virtual reality users perceive no disruptive
artifacts.

1.2 Decisions
The solution that we develop consists of two steps. The first step is the mea-
surement and computation of the lens distortion. The second step is the actual
distortion compensation using the result obtained in the first step, which we need
to implement in order to be able to test and evaluate the quality of the result.

Although the first step is the core part of this thesis, the implementation of the
second step is important as well because there are multiple possible approaches
and the choice of the algorithm influences the output we want to get from the
measurement algorithm. We also want the results of the distortion measurement
to be simple to integrate with the VR rendering pipeline.

Lens Distortion Measurement
For the simplest lens models with a small number of parameters, it is possible to
obtain the parameter values just by a guess and interactive refinement repeated
until a grid displayed in the virtual reality glasses appears straight to the user.
However, as we require high precision and work with complex lenses, this approach
is not viable and we inevitably need to perform precise measurements of the
amount of distortion of individual pixels. To this end, we use a camera attached
to the virtual reality lens, we project a set of points on the display and capture
their distorted image by the camera. After the detection of the points in the
camera image and matching of the individual points with the original points on
the display, we obtain a set of correspondences.
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The correspondences can then be used in an optimization procedure to com-
pute the parameters of a lens model. Nevertheless, as we want our solution to
be as general as possible, without being constrained by a specific lens model, we
decided to avoid the use of a model completely.

As long as we capture a sufficient number of correspondences, we can recon-
struct the lens profile purely by interpolation and extrapolation of the measured
values. Our lens distortion measurement pipeline is based on this approach. The
full pipeline is presented after the discussion of the distortion compensation al-
gorithm.

Distortion Compensation Algorithm
The distortion compensation algorithm requires the following data on its input:

• an image to be transformed

• the description of the lens distortion in some form

• the current position of the lens with respect to the display (horizontal,
vertical translation; also, the lenses for the right and left eye are usually
laterally inverted with respect to each other)

and it produces a distorted image that, when displayed in the virtual reality
headset, appears undistorted to the viewer.

In virtual reality rendering pipeline, this algorithm needs to be run for every
rendered frame as a last step before the image is displayed on the screen. For
the purposes of virtual reality, two images have to be rendered simultaneously for
two eyes and high framerates are crucial to achieve good user experience. As a
consequence, the algorithm has to to be implemented very efficiently.

All currently used approaches utilise the GPU programmable pipeline. Some
of them compute the distortion values while the algorithm is running as needed,
some use a table of precomputed values. Since we opted for not using a parametric
model, only the latter is possible for us.

One option is to apply the distortion already while the scene is being rendered.
Typically, vertices of the rendered objects are shifted in the direction opposite to
the distortion, so that the distortion moves them to the correct location [4, 11].
This, however, works just for vertices and fails to distort edges properly. There-
fore, faces need to be subdivided such that the the distances between the vertices
are small enough and the simplification is not noticeable any more. Apart from
being just an approximation to the correct solution, a substantial disadvantage of
this approach is the fact that it requires modifications of the rendering pipeline.
Due to this fact, the integration of this algorithm to existing game engines that
many virtual reality applications use is hard or impossible. Another problem is
that this method cannot easily deal with chromatic aberration.

A more common and more flexible alternative is to perform the image trans-
formation only after the original image is rendered. There are two widely used
algorithms: per-pixel and a grid-based approach.

The per-pixel algorithm runs a GPU rendering pipeline in which a single quad
is drawn to the framebuffer. The quad fills the whole screen and the colour of
individual pixels is evaluated in the fragment (pixel) shader. The fragment shader
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uses the original rendered image as a texture. It determines the coordinates to
which the distortion translates the currently evaluated pixel and uses the value
found under these coordinates in the original image as the final value for the
currently evaluated pixel. The coordinates that give the distorted location of the
current pixel can be obtained by a lookup in a texture with precomputed (or
measured) values.

This algorithm can simply be extended to also compensate for chromatic
aberration. Since the distorted location of each pixel is different for each colour,
three textures with precomputed distorted locations are used instead of one.
Three texture fetches are necessary to get the positions to which the red, green
and blue component are shifted by the distortion and finally, three additional
texture fetches obtain the three colour components from different locations of the
rendered image.

The following code snippet shows the logic of the fragment shader imple-
mented in the shader language GLSL for OpenGL:

in vec2 tex_coords; // display position of the current pixel
uniform vec2 shift; // relative shift of the display and the lens
uniform sampler2D txt; // the undistorted image we want to display
//textures with a distorted position for each pixel:
uniform sampler2D red_map;
uniform sampler2D green_map;
uniform sampler2D blue_map;
out vec4 FragColor; // output: colour of the current pixel
void main()
{

vec2 pos = tex_coords + shift;
// find the distorted position of the current pixel
// for each colour:
vec2 red = texture(red_map, pos).rg;
vec2 green = texture(green_map, pos).rg;
vec2 blue = texture(blue_map, pos).rg;
// use the colour on the distorted positions for this pixel:
FragColor = vec4(texture(txt, red).r,

texture(txt, green).g,
texture(txt, blue).b, 0.0f);

}

The grid-based algorithm reduces the number of required texture fetches and
the size of the textures with distortion data at the cost of lower precision. Instead
of rendering to a single quad, the quad is subdivided into a triangular grid. The
distorted locations are stored only for the vertices of the grid — they are loaded for
every vertex already in the vertex shader and the GPU interpolates these values
for each pixel. The fragment shader obtains the interpolated coordinates of the
distorted locations from red, green and blue colour on its input and uses them
to index into the rendered image and compose the final pixel colour. In contrast
to the per-pixel approach that performs six texture fetches in each fragment
shader evaluation, the grid-based algorithm performs just three texture fetches
in fragment shader and three in vertex shader. The loss of quality and the
performance saving is determined by the density of the vertex grid.
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In our software, we use the per-pixel algorithm, because we want to test and
evaluate the results with the highest possible precision and performance is not
of concern. Nevertheless, the textures computed by our algorithm can easily be
adapted so that they can be used with the grid-based algorithm.

1.3 Distortion Measurement Pipeline
The distortion measurement process is visualised in Figure 1.2 and at the end of
this section, it is summarised in pseudocode. It consists of the following steps:

Figure 1.2: Distortion measurement algorithm. The process is shown for red
colour. In practice, it is simultaneously performed also for green and blue. (a) a
pattern is shown on the display in different positions; (b) the pattern is captured
through the VR lens by a camera; (c) corners are detected in the captured images;
(d) the positions of corners on the display (red circles) and in the captured images
(blue circles) are aligned so that we can see the amount of distortion; (e) by
extrapolation, new samples are produced so that the whole display is covered;
(f) the distortion in the x- and y-direction is smoothly interpolated over the
whole area of the display; (g) the pattern projected on the screen is transformed
according to the interpolated distortion function; (h) the camera image appears
undistorted

Correspondence Capture
At first, we need to obtain samples of the actual camera distortion. We project
a pattern to the display of the VR headset and capture the pattern by a camera
through the lens, so that we can observe the distortion. The projected pattern
contains a set of special points with known positions. The algorithm analyses
the captured image and detects the positions of these special points, so that we
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obtain a set of correspondences. Each correspondence is represented by a pair
of positions for a given point: its position on the display and its position in the
captured image.

The finding of correspondences consists of two subtasks. First, we need to
detect the special points in the camera image and second, the detected points need
to be correctly matched with the points on the display. In our implementation,
we use a chessboard as the projected pattern and chessboard corners are detected
and matched. Two approaches to the correspondence matching have been tested,
as explained in Chapter 3.

The image-capture and correspondence-detection process can be repeated,
until we obtain a sufficient number of correspondences. In each iteration, the
pattern position on the display is changed, so that we get samples from different
positions that cover the whole field of view of the camera.

To also reflect chromatic aberration, we perform the above measurement sep-
arately for red, green and blue light by changing the colour of the pattern on the
display. Once we have enough correspondences for each colour, we can proceed
to processing of the obtained datasets.

Alignment
Our correspondence set now contains pairs of 2D coordinates. However, each of
these coordinates uses a different coordinate space. The position of a point on
the display is given in screen-space coordinates, the coordinates of a point in the
camera image are relative to the coordinate system of the image. The goal of
the alignment is to process the correspondences such that we can quantify the
amount of distortion to which each captured screen point is exposed.

In the alignment step, we transform the image coordinates to the screen co-
ordinate system such that the corresponding points are as close to each other as
possible. Visually, this corresponds to rescaling of the camera image and placing
it over the display image. If there were no distortion, it would be possible to place
the images over each other such that the corresponding points would lie exactly
at the same position. In our case, there will always be certain offsets between
the screen points and corresponding aligned image points. If the alignment was
performed correctly, we can interpret these offsets as the distortion.

A condition that has to be fulfilled in order to get the correct alignment is
that there must be no other distortion than the VR-lens distortion. A perspective
distortion caused by the camera looking at the display at angle other than ninety
degrees or a distortion caused by the camera lens must not be present or they
must be corrected.

Three different approaches to the alignment were tested and are discussed in
Chapter 4. They are all based on the use of an area around the distortion centre,
in which the distortion is very small. Points in this area are used to optimise for
parameters of the alignment transformation.

Extrapolation
At this point, we know the amount and direction of the distortion for each cap-
tured point on the screen and we could interpolate the values to get the expected
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distortion for any point between them. Nevertheless, if the whole display is not
covered with samples, for instance, due to the limited field of view of our camera,
we want to extrapolate the measured values first to still be able to obtain the
distortion model for the whole lens. Multiple approaches to extrapolation are
discussed in Chapter 5, for example extrapolation based on Taylor polynomial
expansion or extrapolation based on polynomial and rational function fitting.

Distortion Map Interpolation
Although we have, thanks to the extrapolation step, samples that cover the entire
display, we actually need to compute the distortion values at centres of pixels,
which is why we need the interpolation. There is no guarantee that our samples
form a regular grid, so we cannot use a grid-based method such as bilinear or bi-
cubic interpolation. In our project, we utilise 2D splines and generate a distortion
map for each colour. The map is represented by two matrices with the size equal
to the display resolution that store the distortion offsets in the x and y direction
for each pixel.

Filtering
Data filtering is performed on multiple places of the algorithm. Already during
the image capture, the pattern can be captured and analysed twice in order to
remove values that differ too much and are therefore possibly false-detections.
Before the extrapolation runs, the values are smoothened by using a preliminary
spline interpolation.

Correspondences, and in the last stage also the offset maps for the red, green
and blue colour are filtered to ensure they adhere to the nature of chromatic
aberration — at each point the amount of distortion has to be the largest for the
blue colour and the lowest for the red colour.

Static Map Generation
Finally, we transform the distortion maps such that they can be directly used with
the per-pixel distortion compensation algorithm. To save computations during
the run of the algorithm, the offsets are replaced by absolute coordinates of points
to which the given pixel is shifted by the distortion. Before the algorithm runs, the
coordinates are also re-scaled to cover the area of the displayed image optimally.
The actually covered area is not rectangular, either a part of the displayed image
is not visible or the field of view is not used fully. The proper scale factor is
determined by the user.

The whole algorithm is summarized in the following pseudocode:

function measure_correspondences:
for each colour in R,G,B:

while not enough correspondences:
image <- capture_pattern()
image <- remove_camera_distortion(image)
corners <- find_corners(image)
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correspondences <- match_corners(corners,
display pattern position)

add_to_correspondence_list(correspondences,
current_colour)

return correspondence_list

function compute_undistortion_map:
correspondences <- measure_correspondences()
correspondences <- align(correspondences, distortion_centre)
correspondences <- extrapolate(correspondences, display_size)
2d_surfaces <- interpolate(correspondences) // a map for R, G, B
2d_maps <- sample_in_pixel_positions(2d_surfaces, display_size)
2d_maps <- filter(2d_maps)
return 2d_maps

1.4 Challenges
This section lists the most significant issues met during the implementation of the
distortion measurement pipeline. It is an overview that highlights the problems
that were the most difficult to deal with or required the most attention. Solutions
to these issues are described more in detail in the next chapters.

In order to reach high precision, we need to measure enough correspondences
and the precision of the measurements needs to be high enough, which
is determined by our camera set-up. To be able to determine the overall lens dis-
tortion profile just using measurements, it is important to have samples covering
the whole area that is visible to the user. Since the VR lens provides wide field
of view, also our camera needs to have wide field. However, analogously to the
VR lens, the fact that a camera has a wide field of view implies that
its image is subject to strong distortion. Therefore, before we can use the
camera image for measurements, we have to remove the distortion. Luckily, a lot
of research has been done in the field of camera calibration and image distortion
correction. Because we use camera lenses that produce strongly distorted images
and we want to use the captured images for measurements of different distortion,
much effort has been invested into a correct camera calibration. It is described
in Chapter 2.

Wide field of view is not the only requirement that the camera should meet.
Naturally, a prerequisite for precise measurement is sufficient image resolution
and quality. To be able to interactively capture images as the algorithm runs,
an interface through which the camera can communicate with a computer is a
necessity. Also, we are interested in raw camera images: it should be possible
to deactivate all post-processing steps that cameras normally perform to make
images more visually appealing, such as edge sharpening or gamma correction;
likewise, we want to avoid lossy compression. Additionally, the depth of field of
our camera should optimally be sufficient to be able to change the focus of the lens
in the VR headset while still keeping the camera image sharp. The limitations of
our cameras with respect to these requirements did, to an extent, determine the
development of our project.
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Even with a wide-angle lens, in our case, it was not possible to cover the entire
field of view of the VR headset lens. This implies the need to extrapolate the
measured values. Although a proper extrapolation is, in general, possible as
long as the distortion is smooth and predictable in the extrapolated areas and
it was possible for the VR lens we used for testing, it showed to be the most
critical and sensitive part of the algorithm proposed in this thesis. Therefore,
many different approaches have been tested, as described in Chapter 5.

Another issue that even deepens the previous problem of the limited field of
view is the fact that the image quality deteriorates as we go further from
the centre of the image. As a result, it is harder to detect correspondences
around the corners of the image and the detection is less precise. This effect is
particularly strong for images with blue light. Presumably, both optical systems
(the lens in the headset and the lens in the camera) are optimised for the best
performance with green light rather than blue, because the human eye is least
sensitive to the blue colour. Due to longitudinal aberration and the need to also
counteract other types of aberrations, it is impossible to design a lens system that
would work equally well for all wavelengths.

It would be possible to resolve the problem with limited field of view by join-
ing multiple camera images looking through a different part of the measured lens.
However, there are two phenomena that make this hard. First, the observed
distortion slightly changes when we change the viewing angle or posi-
tion. Second, if we rotate the camera such that the orientation of the
camera sensor is not parallel to the the observed display, perspective
distortion appears in the image. An alignment procedure that attempts to
remove the perspective distortion has been implemented, as described in Chapter
4. However, our experiments have shown that it is impossible to fully separate
the effect of perspective distortion from the effect of lens distortion. Thus, our
algorithm has to rely on the fact that the camera is fixed in a static position that
corresponds to the position and orientation of user’s eye.
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2. Camera Calibration
In our distortion measurement algorithm, we use camera images to determine
the amount of distortion the virtual reality lens causes. This is only possible
if the camera image itself is not distorted. However, our application requires
camera lenses with wide field of view and these lenses typically cause substantial
distortion of the image. Therefore, we need to ensure that this distortion is
removed from the image before we use it for measurement.

Cameras are used for measurement in many computer vision applications
and thus this problem is not new. The standard approach is to first determine
parameters of the camera in a procedure called camera calibration, and then use
the obtained camera model to correct the distortion in each captured image.

Camera calibration is an interesting issue for us not only because we need to
use it for our work directly, but also because it has a similar goal as we do in this
thesis — an image is transformed such that it appears undistorted after it was
distorted by a lens. Nevertheless, whereas in camera calibration the distortion is
corrected only after the image is distorted by the lens, we need to transform the
image in advance, before the lens distorts it.

In this chapter, we first discuss the theoretical background of camera calibra-
tion and after that, our results are presented.

2.1 Theory
Since camera calibration is a key task in photogrammetry and computer vision,
extensive research has been done in this field and many alternative techniques
have been proposed. Unlike for the research on virtual reality lens distortion, it
is not possible to present a complete literature review and only the most relevant
papers are discussed here.

Most of the camera models used are based on a model of a pinhole camera
[12, 13, 14]. The pinhole camera has no lens and thus it causes no distortion.
The rectilinear projection of the pinhole camera keeps straight lines straight and
it is suitable for measuring of distances in the image. The distortion is defined as
the deviation of the real camera image from the ideal pinhole camera image.

For these models, camera calibration determines two sets of parameters: pa-
rameters that describe the calibrated camera as a pinhole camera and parameters
that describe the distortion.

A pinhole camera is characterized by its focal length f and by the offset of
the centre of the sensor in the image plane from the intersection with the optical
axis (cx, cy). The focal length of a pinhole camera is defined as the distance
from pinhole to camera sensor. In practice, since the distances in the image are
measured in pixels rather than in metric units and sensor cells that capture pixels
are not necessarily square, the distances between pixels in the x-axis (sx) and y-
axis (sy) need to be considered. For this reason, the focal length f is replaced by
two parameters fx and fy, such that fx = f · sx and fy = f · sy.

Different models of the distortion have been proposed with varying complexity
and number of parameters. Usually, it is assumed that the lenses in the optical
system of the camera are spherical, because spherical lens elements are the most
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widespread. The most significant distortion of spherical lenses is the radial dis-
tortion. The radial distortion shifts the points on the image plane in the direction
of the vector that connects them with the distortion centre, which is the point in
the intersection of the image plane with the optical axis, and the amount of the
radial distortion depends only on the distance of the point from the distortion
centre. The coordinates of the radially distorted point are approximated by the
following formula [14]:

u′ = u + u · (k1 · r2 + k2 · r4 + k3 · r6 + . . . )

v′ = v + v · (k1 · r2 + k2 · r4 + k3 · r6 + . . . ),
where (u, v) are the coordinates of the ideal, undistorted point in a reference
frame centred in the distortion centre, (u′, v′) are the real distorted coordinates,
r =

√
u2 + v2 is the distance of the point from the distortion centre and, finally,

k1, k2, k3, . . . are the distortion coefficients that describe the given camera lens.
In many papers, solely the radial distortion is considered and only a few

coefficients are used, for example only the first one or the first two, k1 and k2
[13, 12]. However, the traditional model can also be extended by additional terms
that compensate for the distortion caused by imperfections in the assembly of the
camera and the camera lens. The source of the distortion can be a slight tilt of
one of the optical elements with respect to the camera sensor or the fact that
the centres of all optical elements are not precisely aligned. The corresponding
distortions are referred to as tangential distortion and thin prism distortion [15,
14, 16].

If we know the parameters of our camera, we can transform its images such
that they correspond to the rectilinear projection of a simple pinhole camera. To
determine the parameters, we capture one or more special calibration images and
perform computation based on features extracted from these images. Historically,
in an algorithm called a plumb-line method, straight lines were photographed and
equations for the lines together with the equations for the distortion were solved
based on the actual positions of the points on the distorted lines [17]. Modern
methods usually use a planar calibration object, such as a chessboard, from which
a set of individual points is extracted.

When a planar calibration object is used, we assume that the layout of the
points that are used for the calibration is known. For example, for a chessboard,
we know that its corners form a regular grid and we know its resolution. Thanks
to this, it is sufficient to know the position of the planar object in the scene
and we know the positions of all the points on its surface. Providing we have a
captured image with the calibration pattern, this leads to two sets of unknown
parameters that determine how the pattern is displayed in the image. The first set
specifies the position of the pattern with respect to the camera, the translation
and rotation. These parameters are called extrinsics. The second set specifies
how the camera projects the scene into the image, these are the parameters we
are interested in — the parameters of the pinhole model and distortion. They
are also called camera intrinsics.

If we capture multiple images of the planar calibration target in different
positions, the extrinsics differ for each photograph but the intrinsics remain the
same. Providing the algorithm detects a sufficient number of points in each
image, it can estimate the extrinsics separately for each image and join data from
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multiple images for the computation of the intrinsics. A common approach used
for the computation of all the parameters is to first compute their approximation
via a set of linear equations, typically in multiple steps and with simplifications,
for example, neglecting the distortion. Subsequently, the result is used as an
initial guess for a non-linear least-squares optimisation, in which all unknowns
are optimised jointly, using an algorithm such as Levenberg-Marquardt [13, 12].

A value that describes the quality of the result as well as the criterion min-
imised in the non-linear optimisation is the re-projection error. For a given point
in the image, it is the distance between the image position at which the point
actually is and the position where our model would place it. The final measure of
the algorithm performance is the root mean square error (RMS) — square root
of the average of the squared re-projection errors.

The pinhole camera model and the described distortion model are used for
example in the standard calibration procedure in the OpenCV framework [18].

Different camera models have been developed for calibration of fisheye lenses.
The pinhole camera model is not suitable for cameras with wide field of view: in
the extreme case, to display a field of view of 180°, a pinhole camera, which uses
perspective projection, would need an infinitely large photograph.

Two similar fisheye camera models are used in the implementations of the
OpenCV fisheye calibration module [19, 20] and Matlab fisheye calibration [21,
22, 23]. Both algorithms use the same idea of replacing the perspective projection
by a more general imaging function and both model it by a power series in order
to be general and support different projections used by different fisheye cameras.
Rotational symmetry of the lens is assumed and the radial distortion, which has
to be corrected in the pinhole camera model, is not an issue here because it is
included directly in the imaging function. Other types of distortion — although
discussed in one of the papers — are neglected by both implementations.

None of the above described algorithms accounts for chromatic aberration.
While this is not a problem for many computer vision applications, in our case,
we want to measure chromatic aberration of a different lens, and thus chromatic
aberration caused by our measurement device introduces an error. Various ex-
tensions to the calibration procedure have been proposed in order to also correct
chromatic aberration. Typically, a pattern consisting of many small black circles
is used and the positions of centroids of these circles in the camera image are de-
termined independently for each colour channel and compared. The most precise
approaches model the difference between the blue and green colour channel and
between the red and green colour channel via additional polynomial equations
[24, 25]. However, no implementation is publicly available.

2.2 Application
The camera calibration procedure consists of the following steps:

• Obtaining of a calibration pattern

• Capturing of a set of photographs of the calibration pattern

• Running of the detection algorithm that finds the pattern points in each
image
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• Running of the calibration algorithm that computes the model parameters
based on the point locations

• The use of the computed parameters for correction of the captured images

As we tested our algorithm with different cameras and different lenses, this
process was repeated multiple times during the work on this thesis.

As a calibration pattern, a chessboard was used, initially with the resolution
of 9x7 squares, later with the increased resolution of 24x16 squares. The printed
chessboard has to be attached to a rigid board, so that the pattern position is
fixed. The pattern captured by a GoPro camera is displayed in Figure 2.1. We
also experimented with the use of a circle grid calibration pattern, but we decided
to use the chessboard pattern because it allows us to obtain sample points closer
to the borders of the camera image.

Figure 2.1: An image from our calibration dataset: the chessboard pattern cap-
tured by a GoPro camera

The quality of the calibration data is critical for the precision of the computed
camera model and, as a consequence, it determines the precision of our measure-
ments. With this in mind, the camera was attached to a tripod and the pattern
was placed in a static position with good lighting. About 100 photographs were
captured for each calibration dataset with the calibration pattern in different
orientations and positions such that the whole field of view of the camera was
covered with samples.

The framework OpenCV was used for the pattern detection and for the actual
calibration. The framework supports the detection of chessboard corners as well
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as the detection of circles in a circle grid. The whole pattern must be visible for
the algorithm to work. Once the corners are detected, an additional refinement
algorithm can be used that determines the corners with sub-pixel accuracy.

Different calibration algorithms were compared: the OpenCV standard cam-
era calibration, the OpenCV fisheye calibration and the omnidirectional cam-
era calibration [26], available in a separate module contributed to the OpenCV
project. Also, the Matlab fisheye calibration was tested. With a correct con-
figuration, all methods typically led to comparable results. For the distortion
correction, we thus used the OpenCV models, which were simple to integrate to
our project that uses the OpenCV framework also for other tasks. Among the
OpenCV models, the best was always either the standard or the fisheye model,
with root mean square error of around 0.6 px. This is an acceptable value, since
the distortion of all our camera lenses was significant. An example result is shown
in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: The camera image shown in Figure 2.1 with distortion correction ap-
plied. The image is not rectangular, but the lines on the chessboard are straight.

For one of our lenses, its chromatic aberration lead to an error in the final dis-
tortion compensation that was visible to the naked eye. To rectify this problem
by available means, we tried to perform the camera calibration for each colour
channel separately, but it did not lead to an improvement. Although this re-
sult could be caused by an insufficient quality of our data set, it corresponds to
the conclusion of a study of chromatic aberration correction methods [25]. The
authors of this paper claim that the methods based on independent calibration
of each colour channels do not work well unless the estimation of the extrinsic
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parameters (the positions of the patterns in the 3D space) is performed jointly
for all three channels.
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3. Pattern Detection
In this chapter, we discuss the first step of the distortion measurement algorithm,
in which we capture images by camera and compare the obtained photographs
with the actually displayed image in order to obtain measurements of the distor-
tion function. For sample points in the displayed image, we want to determine
their position in the camera image.

As we assume our algorithm has direct access to the camera and the camera
is fixed in a static position with respect to the measured lens, we can capture
multiple images and join the results. The simplest option would be to display a
single point, find it in the camera image and repeat the process until we detect
a sufficient number of pairs. However, the more points we detect in a single
step, the faster the algorithm is and the more points we can potentially measure.
Therefore, we want to capture as many points in a single image as possible, even
though it adds an additional step to our algorithm: the matching of the points
in the image with the corresponding points on the display.

Another issue is that, for a given point in the projected image, we must be able
to find its exact position in the distorted camera image. For example, we could
display a single coloured pixel or a small ellipse on a black background and use
the centroid of the displayed shape as the measured point. The problem is that
the displayed shape is non-linearly distorted in the camera image and the centroid
of the distorted shape does not necessarily precisely correspond to the distorted
location of the centroid of the original shape. Although, as long as the size of
the projected shape is very small, we could neglect this fact and use centroids as
approximate correspondences, a better alternative is to use corners. Corners are
points by nature — they are infinitely small — and thus the shape deformation is
not a problem. Additionally, there are many existing corner detection algorithms
we can use to detect the corners in the camera image.

First, we were looking for existing solutions that solve both the required tasks
— the pattern detection and the matching of correspondences. As already dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 on camera calibration, the framework OpenCV contains an
algorithm for chessboard detection. The algorithm detects the chessboard corners
and also assigns indices to the corners such that they can be uniquely matched
to the corners in the original chessboard. Nevertheless, the algorithm only works
if the whole chessboard is visible in the input image. The part of the display we
see with our camera is due to the distortion of both the camera lens and VR lens
not rectangular. Because of this, it would be hard to place the chessboard to
such positions that it is fully in view and we still get enough samples even from
the corner regions, especially if we want this process to be fully automatic. For
this reason, OpenCV chessboard detection is, in our case, not suitable.

The problem that it is sometimes not possible to see the whole chessboard
is addressed by one of the modules contributed to the OpenCV project: ArUco
marker detection module [27]. The authors of this module combine the detection
of a chessboard with the detection of ArUco markers, which are patterns that
encode identification numbers. Thanks to these patterns, it is possible to assign
indices to individual corners without the need to detect all of them. This solution,
called ChArUco corner detection, is used in our project and discussed in the next
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section.
Although the ChArUco corner detection has proven to be very effective, we

still did not manage to get an optimal detection rate around corners of the image.
Therefore, we also implemented a solution with a plain chessboard and a corner
matching algorithm developed specifically for our problem. This approach is
discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1 OpenCV ChArUco Pattern
ArUco markers, the square patterns used in the ChArUco chessboard, were orig-
inally developed for camera pose estimation in augmented reality applications.
An ArUco marker consists of a black square border and a binary matrix of black
or white fields in the inner part of the square, which encodes the identification
number of the marker with respect to a collection to which it belongs. Each ap-
plication uses a collection of markers of appropriate size, depending on the needs
of the application. The collection is generated such that the difference between
any two markers is as large as possible and the inner structure is not too uniform
to prevent false detections of markers in other structures of the image.

In the detection phase, the input image is converted to a binary image and
contours are detected. The contours with a shape close to a four-vertex polygon
are processed as potential outer borders of the markers. The corners of the
polygon are used to estimate a perspective projection and the inverse projection
is applied to transform the potential marker to a square. Next, the square content
is analysed to determine whether the polygon represents a valid marker [28].

Figure 3.1: OpenCV ChArUco chessboard

ChArUco chessboard places a single ArUco marker into each white square of
the chessboard, see Figure 3.1. The chessboard detection starts by detection of
ArUco markers. Chessboard corners are then located by using the positions of
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the two adjacent ArUco markers for each corner. An example of the detection
for the red colour is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Detected corners in the captured OpenCV ChArUco chessboard

An advantage of this approach is its robustness. Occlusions in one part of
the image do not affect detections in the rest of the image and false detections
are rare. A disadvantage is the fact that we cannot detect corners very close to
image borders, since markers on both sides of a corner have to be recognized to
detect the corner and thus there needs to be enough space for a marker on either
side of the corner.

In practice, we had to deal with problems that further decreased the corner
detection rate around image borders. Aberrations of both the camera lens and
the VR lens lead to the worsening of the image quality further from the centre of
the image. As discussed in Section 1.4, the most significant decrease in quality is
observed with blue images. As a result of the blur appearing around the borders
of the image, the ArUco detection algorithm was often not able to identify the
patterns in this area. Even with lower image resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, we
were able to find and match around 300 corners per image. Increasing of the grid
resolution was still possible for red and green images, but the blur in blue images
was already too strong and prevented the ArUco pattern recognition.

Overall, the algorithm runs very fast and apart from being robust with re-
spect to partial occlusions and false detections, it is also insensitive to changes
in illumination. ChArUco chessboard detection had been used for testing of our
distortion measurement pipeline during the majority of its development. Nev-
ertheless, as, in our case, the extrapolation became the major limiting factor of
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the algorithm, it was necessary to find a solution that enables us to get samples
closer to the borders of the image. This solution is discussed in the next section.

3.2 Plain Chessboard Detection and Matching
The alternative correspondence detection technique does not require the whole
pattern to be visible and it can detect even corners close to the image borders. The
method separates the corner-detection step from the correspondence-matching
step. First, a plain chessboard is displayed and corners are detected with a
general corner detection algorithm using OpenCV. Next, the detected corners
are matched with the corners on the display. The matching exploits the fact that
the camera is fixed in a static position with respect to the VR headset and we can
thus capture multiple images in advance in order to determine the mapping of
segments on the display to segments in the camera image. A mapping table that
associates segments on the display and segments in the camera image is generated
and used during the matching procedure.

Corner Detection
In theory, an arbitrary pattern with corners could be used. Nevertheless, a chess-
board is well suited to this purpose, because it has a dense grid of corners and
no other structures that could be erroneously detected by the corner detection
algorithm.

To detect the corners, we use an OpenCV function goodFeaturesToTrack
that uses either the Harris corner detector [29] or its improved version, the Shi-
Tomasi corner detector [30]. Before running the corner detection, we blur the
image by using convolution with a Gaussian, in order to suppress local image
intensity variations that could falsely be detected as corners. To correctly detect
only real chessboard corners, it is necessary to adjust a parameter that deter-
mines the number of detected corners by specifying the maximum ratio between
the strongest and weakest detector response that should still be considered as a
corner. In our case, the image quality varies across the image and thus also the
quality of the corners varies, which means that the parameter has to be set large
enough so that all corners are detected, but not much larger than necessary to
avoid spurious detections.

Corner Matching
Once we have the corners, we need to associate them with the corners of the
displayed chessboard. To this end, we subdivide the display into segments and
use a mapping of segments on the display to segments in the image. The mapping
table has the same size as the image and for each pixel, it contains an index of a
segment on the display that is displayed at this image location. Assuming there
are enough segments so that there is at most one corner in each segment, the
matching is simple: for each detected corner, we find the corresponding display
segment in the mapping, get the index of the chessboard corner that was located
in this segment on the display and associate these corners.
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Let us turn to the question of how the segments are arranged and how the
mapping is constructed. The process is based on recursive binary subdivision,
which is performed separately in the horizontal and vertical direction. Due to
chromatic aberration, each colour needs to have a separate mapping. In each
step, we set the brightness of a part of the display pixels to the maximum value
and leave the rest of the display black. Subsequently, we capture a camera image
and observe which part of the image is black and which part is coloured. Using
this approach, we can determine what area on the display projects onto what
area in the camera image.

The colour image is always converted into a binary image, in which the lit
pixels have value one and the other pixels value zero. For this purpose, we could
specify a fixed threshold and consider all pixels with brightness higher than the
threshold value lit. However, to avoid the need to adjust an additional constant,
Otsu’s threshold selection method [31] is used. It selects the proper threshold
automatically by minimising the sum of weighted variances of values inside of the
two classes. The weight of a class is given by the probability that a pixel belongs
to this class. This algorithm works well in our case, because the lit and unlit
pixels form naturally two sufficiently differentiated classes.

As a first step, we light all display pixels so that we know the area of the
camera image that is actually covered by the display. This is useful not only
for the segmentation of the image, but also for the corner detection. The corner
detection algorithm likely recognizes false corners at places where the projected
chessboard intersects with the display boundary. The knowledge of the display
shape enables us to reject all corners that lie too close to the edges of the display.
To ensure that there are no discontinuities in the area of the display caused by
image capture imprecision and to define the shrunk region in which it is safe
to detect corners, we use operations of mathematical morphology on the binary
image: closing and erosion [32].

Subsequently, recursive subdivision of the display area into segments in the
horizontal direction is performed by projecting vertical stripes, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3. We already know the area covered by the display; thus, in the second
step, we divide it into two parts by leaving the left half of the display black and
displaying of a coloured rectangle in the right part. The pixels that were part of
the display in the previous step and are black in the new image are marked as the
pixels to which the left part of the display is projected, the lit pixels are marked
as pixels that belong to the right part of the display. Now we have two segments
and we continue iteratively subdividing each of the segments by displaying its
left half black and right half coloured, until we have enough segments.
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Figure 3.3: Recursive binary subdivision of the camera image into 128 segments
by projecting of rectangular stripes on the display.

In the algorithm implementation, we work with images as with general ma-
trices. Instead of storing brightness, we use the pixel values to store also other
information, for example, the index of the segment in which the pixel is located.

Assuming the segment map with N segments is an image in which each pixel is
marked by a number 0, 1, . . . , N −1 according to the segment to which it belongs,
the subdivision step is simple. By multiplying of all values by two and adding
of the binary image with subdivided segments, we obtain a segment map with
segments labelled by numbers 0, 1, . . . , 2N − 1.

Nevertheless, the imprecision of the image capture introduces errors in the
segment map: the shine of the display and the number of lit pixels slightly differ
among the captured images. To keep the map approximately correct, multiple
filtering techniques are employed, based on facts such as that the neighbouring
segments on the display should be next to each other even in the camera image
and that the area of each segment should be continuous.

Analogously, subdivision is performed in the vertical direction by iteratively
setting the top half of each segment to black and the bottom half of each segment
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to the maximum brightness. In the final solution, 128 segments in the horizontal
direction and 64 segments in the vertical direction are used. For illustration,
maps with the resolution 64 x 32 are visualised in Figure 3.4.

(a) 64 segments in the horizontal direc-
tion

(b) 32 segments in the vertical direction

Figure 3.4: Colour-mapped subdivision of the camera image into segments. Each
colour represents a single segment

Having examined the construction of the segment maps, we can now return
to their application in correspondence matching. For coordinates of a corner,
we can find the x- and y-coordinate of the segment in the horizontal and vertical
segment map and determine whether there was a chessboard corner on the display
in this segment. If yes, we can associate these two corners. As long as we use a
chessboard with corners sparser than the segment grid, there can never be more
than one corner in a segment. If there was no chessboard corner in the segment,
we could, in theory, reject the corner as a false detection. However, as already
discussed, the subdivision into segments is only approximate, and therefore the
corresponding corner might, for example, lie in one of the neighbouring segments.

To deal with the imprecision of the segment locations, we also search for corre-
spondences in the neighbouring segments. The nearer the neighbouring segment
is, the more likely it contains the correct correspondence. Thus, we associate the
detected corner with the corner from the nearest neighbour which is not empty.
To be able to quickly obtain the distance of the neighbouring segments, we pre-
pare additional neighbour maps that, for each pixel, contain the distance to the
nearest segments. In total, four maps are necessary: for horizontal and vertical
direction, maps for the nearest segment with bigger and smaller identification
number. The distances are computed via the distance transform operator [32].

Matching with a corner in a neighbouring segment is accepted only if there is
no better match for the given chessboard corner. Effectively, the correspondence
matching algorithm also works as a filter for the detected corners — if there is
no suitable correspondence in one of the adjacent segments, the corner was most
likely detected erroneously and it is not used.

The correspondence matching works reliably and although the quality of the
detected corners near the borders of the image is still affected by the worsening
quality of the image, this algorithm is able to detect corners very close to borders.
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With the image resolution 1920x1080, it is possible to detect around 800 - 900
correspondences in every image. An example result is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Detected corners of a plain chessboard. Each detected corner has a
correctly assigned index
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4. Point-Cloud Alignment
The pattern detection step provides us with a set of points on the display and
their correspondences in the camera image. As described in Chapter 1 and de-
picted in Figure 1.2d, our next goal is to transform these values such that we can
quantify the amount of distortion. We do this by aligning of the image points
with the display points as much as possible and then interpreting of the remaining
misalignment of correspondences as the distortion.

In theory, the alignment of the points is a step that is not completely necessary
for the distortion compensation algorithm. We could understand the correspon-
dences as samples from a general 2D real function. For a point in the display
space, the function determines the position in the image space at which the point
appears. Purely the knowledge of this function, approximated by smooth inter-
polation of the samples, would enable us to place colours to the display such that
they form an arbitrary desired image in the image space, which is the goal of the
distortion compensation algorithm. In spite of this, we use the alignment step
because it enables us to exploit the nature of the problem, for instance, in the
filtering stage. Furthermore, it makes it possible to visualise the lens distortion.
In case of alignment with perspective distortion correction, it removes distortion
we do not want to compensate for and potentially, it simplifies the structure of
the problem.

The basis of the alignment is an optimisation procedure that minimises the
distances between the corresponding points. A problem of the optimisation is the
fact that the distortion, by its nature, causes some of the corresponding points
to be placed further from each other than others. Thus, if we use a minimisation
term such as the sum of squared differences, the optimisation also counteracts
the distortion. In order for the distortion not to influence the alignment, we use
the special properties of the distortion centre, the point with zero distortion, and
the area around it.

The distortion centre is marked in Figure 4.1. It is a point that lies on the
intersection of the optical axis of the lens and the display. It is subject to no
distortion. As the area around the distortion centre does not substantially violate
the assumptions of paraxial optics, the distortion in this area is small.
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Figure 4.1: VR headset camera image with distortion centre marked by a yellow
square

Our algorithm assumes that the distortion centre position on the display is
known. The distortion centre position can either be physically measured and, for
example, provided by the headset manufacturer, or it can easily be determined
by the user. As visible in Figure 4.1, the distortion centre lies on an intersection
of a horizontal and a vertical line, such that the points on the horizontal line are
not exposed to any distortion in the y-coordinate and the points on the vertical
line are not exposed to any distortion in the x-coordinate. Nevertheless, based
on this observation, it would also be possible to determine the distortion centre
position programmatically, by fitting lines into the measured samples along rows
and columns and finding of the intersection of the lines with minimum fitting
errors.

Our solution further assumes that the camera is firmly fixed in the virtual
reality headset in a position that corresponds to the correct position of human’s
eye, without any rotation or tilt. In the next section, a formal definition of the
alignment task is given. Our alignment method that optimises for translation
and scale of the point sets is described in the following section. In the subsequent
section, an attempt to allow a certain tilt of the camera and compensate for
the resulting perspective distortion is discussed. Finally, in the last section an
alternative translation and scale alignment approach is presented that uses the
position of the distortion centre and, optionally, enforces that the vectors of
distortion always point outwards from the distortion centre.

4.1 Formal Definition
For a given point x = (x, y) on the display, we want to compute its distortion
D(x): the offset of the point in the x- and y-coordinate in the image plane. What
we have are samples from an image function (denoted Image(x)) that determines
the pixel position of the display pixels in the camera image. The value of the
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function Image(x) for the display point x is given by:

• The position of the display with respect to the camera

• The display pixel density (the coordinates x = (x, y) are in pixels, but this
computation depends on their actual positions in metric units)

• The magnification of the virtual reality lens in the area around the distortion
centre

• The distortion of the lens — the function D(x)

• The projection and distortion of our camera

We work with a distortion-corrected camera image, thus, in our computation,
we can assume that we use an ideal pinhole camera. The projection of the pinhole
camera depends only on the camera focal length and the distance of the image
points to the camera sensor. Since we assume that the display is placed in a
plane parallel to the camera image plane, the distance of all image points to the
camera image plane is the same, and the only effect of the camera projection is a
scale factor (denoted by s1). The pixel density and lens magnification introduce
an additional scale factor (denoted by s2) and the translation of the display in
the parallel plane leads to a translation in the xy-plane: t′. The equation for the
point image position is:

Image(x) = s1 · (s2 · (x + t′) + D(x))
Image(x) = s1 · s2 · (x + t′) + s1 · D(x)

To simplify the equation, we substitute the products of the unknown param-
eters by new parameters s = s1 · s2 and t = s1 · s2 · t′:

Image(x) = s · x + t + s1 · D(x)
As we can see, in both the x- and y-coordinate, the function is a sum of the

scaled distortion and a linear function.
After the alignment, we want to be able to express the distortion as a difference

of the aligned image point and the display point. Although it could be sufficient
to work with relative distortions up to a scale factor, optimally, we obtain the
distortion in the same units as the display pixel positions. Since the function
D(x) is defined in the space of the ideal lens, this equals to application of the
inverse factors for lens magnification and pixel density, which means dividing it
by s2. If we denote the alignment function Align, the whole condition can be
mathematically written as:

Align(Image(x)) − x = D(x)
s2

This condition is true if we define the function Align as:

Align(Image(x)) := Image(x) − t
s
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To find the values of the unknown parameters t and s, we use a set of n
correspondence pairs (xi, Image(xi)), i ∈ {1 . . . n} that lie near the distortion
centre so that we can assume D(x) = 0 and get a set of linear equations:

Image(xi) = s · xi + t, i ∈ {1 . . . n}

that can be solved in the least squares sense.

4.2 Translation and Scale Alignment
The translation and scale algorithm implements the procedure described in the
previous section. Since there is no rotation or tilt of the camera, pure translation
and scale of the image points should align them with the display image, while
the only inaccuracy of the alignment will be caused by the lens distortion. We
need to find three parameters: the translation in the x-direction, translation in
the y-direction and the scale. We estimate the parameters via linear least squares
optimisation and restrict the correspondences used to only a small neighbourhood
around the distortion centre so that we can neglect the distortion.

If the algorithm captures correspondences for all three colours to compensate
for chromatic aberration, all correspondences are captured first and the optimi-
sation then finds the parameters jointly for all the colours.

In our implementation, the C++ numerics library Eigen [33] is used for the
optimisation with a least-squares solver based on singular value decomposition.
Figure 4.2 visualises a possible result.

Figure 4.2: Alignment result visualisation: Red points are the points on the
display, blue points are the aligned image points. Corresponding points are con-
nected by a line. The yellow square marks the distortion centre.
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4.3 Perspective Alignment
Although the alignment based on translation and scale works well, our motiva-
tion to implement alignment with perspective transformation compensation was
twofold. First, if there is a minor tilt of the camera, the compensation of the
perspective distortion could improve the result. Second, if we could afford to tilt
the camera more, we could observe a larger field of view by joining the results
from images in which the camera looks through the lens under different angles.

The main idea is, similarly to the previous technique, to use an optimisation
procedure in which only the points with negligible distortion near the distortion
centre are considered. When perspective projection is present, the transformation
is no longer linear.

The transformation of points on a 2D plane to a position in which they are
when seen from a different viewpoint is called homography [34]. Since finding
homography is a common task in computer vision, the OpenCV framework pro-
vides us with multiple methods for estimation of the homography transformation
parameters.

Figure 4.3: Distortion-corrected image (with no extrapolation active) with an at-
tempt to perform perspective alignment. The lens distortion is correctly removed,
but a false perspective distortion is introduced.

Practical experiments have shown that even with a small neighbourhood
around the distortion centre, it is not possible to fully separate the perspective
distortion and the lens distortion: the homography estimation algorithm also par-
tially compensates for the lens distortion. Also, in our headset, the assumption
that the display is in a plane parallel to the lens and to the camera image plane
was not absolutely true — the display was slightly tilted. This is not a problem
for most steps of the algorithm, because this perspective distortion is understood
as a part of the distortion that needs to be corrected so that the image appears
straight to the user. However, the perspective alignment algorithm detects it and
separates the perspective distortion from the lens distortion, which is undesirable.
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As a result, the perspective is not estimated correctly and the distortion-corrected
image appears tilted. The effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.3.

Therefore, our results imply that, in order to be able to reliably compensate
for the perspective transformation, we would need to know the tilt of the camera,
for example, from hardware sensors, so that the parameters of the transformation
do not have to be estimated based on the distorted image only. In our solution,
we further require that the camera is placed such that the camera image plane is
parallel to the headset display. Alternatively, the wrong perspective would need
to be corrected manually in post-processing of the distortion map.

4.4 Distortion-Centre-Based Alignment
To further improve the quality of the alignment, we would like to reduce the
dependence on the optimisation in the neighbourhood of the distortion centre.
Despite the fact that the distortion is small in this area, it can still influence the
optimisation, as we have seen in the previous section.

Because the distortion centre is a point which is by definition not distorted, we
can use it to obtain the translation parameter of the alignment transformation.
Before the images of the chessboard are captured to obtain the correspondences,
we translate the chessboard such that there is a corner exactly at the location
of the distortion centre. Assuming the corner located at the distortion centre is
detected in the camera image, we set the translation such that the location of the
distortion centre after the camera image points are transformed coincides with
its location on the display. To make the algorithm more robust, instead of just
using the correspondence at the position of the distortion centre, we average the
x-coordinates of points along the vertical line through the distortion centre and
y-coordinates along the horizontal line through the distortion centre to obtain its
position in the camera image. This is possible due to the previously mentioned
fact that the x-components or, respectively y-components components of points
on these lines are subject to no distortion.

As a result, the only missing parameter we need to optimise for is the scale.
Additionally, we have tested the algorithm with one more constraint — we require
that the vector of distortion for each point should point outwards, away from the
distortion centre. If the constraint is violated for any point, the scale is increased
to make it true. This condition corresponds to the assumption that the lens
magnification is the smallest in the centre and gradually increases as we move
towards the corners. The motivation behind this requirement is to reduce the
undesired effect distortion has on the scale optimisation. We want to prevent
the optimisation procedure to underestimate scale in order to move the distorted
points closer to their corresponding image points. A comparison of the contour
lines of the distortion function produced with distortion-centre-based alignment
with and without this constraint together with results of the other alignment
methods are presented in Figure 4.4.
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(a) The distortion function with the
standard (translation and scale) align-
ment

(b) The distortion function with the
distortion-centre-based alignment

(c) The distortion function with the
distortion-centre-based alignment and
the constraint on the direction

(d) The distortion function with the
perspective alignment

Figure 4.4: Contour lines of the distortion function represented in polar coordi-
nates. The blue and red lines are the contour lines of the magnitude, the white
lines are the contour lines of the angle. The distortion centre is marked by a
yellow square.

Although the alignment in which the distortion vectors always point outwards
from the distortion centre leads to the cleanest surface of the distortion function
(as apparent in Figure 4.4c), it is not necessarily the best result. Conversely,
the presence of concentric ellipses close to circles may indicate a misalignment.
As discussed in Section 4.1, the image function is a sum of the distortion and a
linear function for each coordinate. If the alignment is not performed correctly,
the linear function is not fully removed. If the linear function dominates our esti-
mate of the distortion function, the magnitude of the distortion function becomes
proportional to the term

√
x2 + y2. This produces contour lines that form con-

centric circles. Nevertheless, we visualise an error of the alignment rather than
the distortion amount.

The reason why the optimisation with an additional constraint does not esti-
mate the scale correctly in our case is the fact that our lens does not meet the
requirement that the distortion should always point outwards. This is due to the
tilt of the display in the VR headset, which introduces an additional perspective
distortion, as discussed in Section 4.3. The perspective distortion partially coun-
teracts the lens distortion, which can be observed to the left of the distortion
centre in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. The effect is not present in the perspective align-
ment result (Figure 4.4d), since the perspective distortion is removed during the
alignment. The perspective alignment thus provides us with a more precise visu-
alisation of the lens distortion. On the other hand, the perspective distortion is
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not considered by the rest of the distortion measurement pipeline and it remains
visible to the user even after the compensation is applied.

In the final algorithm, we either use the alignment based on translation and
scale optimisation, or the distortion-centre-based alignment without the con-
straint on the directions of the distortion vectors.
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5. Data Processing
The final stage of the algorithm receives a set of aligned correspondences and
generates a smoothly interpolated distortion function, which is depicted in Figure
1.2f. Subsequently, the distortion function is sampled in the centres of display
pixels to obtain the maps for the distortion compensation algorithm.

The processing of the data consists of filtering, extrapolation and interpola-
tion. In the extrapolation step, we try to predict the behaviour of the distortion
function outside in areas where no samples are available. The methods we tested
are described in the following section. The next section discusses the interpola-
tion of the samples. In spite of the fact that we capture corners of a chessboard
which are placed on a regular grid, we have no guarantee that all corners are
detected, and as a result, the interpolated grid is not, in general, regular. The
last section of this chapter deals with filtering, which is present in all stages of
the algorithm, and it improves the quality of the distortion map by removing of
outliers and smoothing of imprecise values in the measurements.

5.1 Extrapolation
The result of the extrapolation is a set of artificially generated samples that
are used in the interpolation together with the original samples to generate the
distortion surface. Proper extrapolation is important especially in the x-direction,
because human’s horizontal field of view is larger than the vertical field of view
and, in our case, larger than the field of view of the camera.

We detect a subset of chessboard corners which form a regular grid and fur-
thermore, to get more samples, we translate the chessboard in regular steps in
the x-axis and in the y-axis. As a consequence, the samples we get are arranged
in rows and columns. This naturally leads to the extrapolation in which the new
generated values extend these rows and columns. Such methods are described
in the next two subsections. In the last subsection, alternative methods are dis-
cussed.

The extrapolation method that typically yields the best results and is used
by default in our final algorithm is the rational-function fitting.

Taylor Extrapolation
The first and the simplest option we tested is based on the assumption that
the distortion function should smoothly continue and preserve the development
tendency of the last values that we managed to measure. With this in mind, we
extend the rows and columns by using the second order Taylor approximation.
The distortion in the x- and y-axis is extrapolated separately, the extrapolated
values for the position x on the extrapolated line are obtained by evaluating the
term f(x0) + f ′(x0) · (x − x0) + 1

2 · f ′′(x0) · (x − x0)2, where f is the function of
distortion for the points on the extrapolated line in either x-axis or y-axis, x0
is the position of the second-last measured value and the first and the second
derivative at x0 are approximated by central differences.
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The extrapolation is not performed if the samples are not dense enough and so
the approximation of the derivatives via central differences would be inaccurate.

The Taylor extrapolation in the x-axis is depicted in Figure 5.1a and the result
of the extrapolation is shown in Figure 5.2a.

As we can see in Figure 5.1a, the curves formed by the blue points often change
direction rapidly and intersect each other. This indicates that the extrapolation
is wrong as the presence of an intersection would imply that the distortion trans-
lates a pair of screen points into the same position. The problem of the Taylor
approximation is its sensitivity to imprecisions in the measured data. It is not
suitable for extrapolation at long distances from the measured data, which is, in
our case, desirable.

On the other hand, if we first smooth the correspondences via the filtering
procedure described in Section 5.3, the performance of the algorithm substantially
improves. The results of Taylor extrapolation with the increased interpolation
smoothness factor (described in Section 5.2) and filtering enabled are presented
in Figure 5.1b and Figure 5.2b.

Polynomial and Rational Fitting
Because the local extrapolation based on a small number of samples has proven
to be insufficient, we have developed an alternative technique that considers the
global development of the distortion function along the extrapolated row or col-
umn. We fit a 1D function to the points on the extrapolated line, separately for
the distortion in the x- and y-axis, and generate new samples in regular steps in
areas not covered by the measurements. In order to perform the extrapolation,
the line needs to contain a given minimum number of samples, and the captured
samples need to cover, in the default settings, at least 60% of the screen. Fur-
thermore, the extrapolation along a line is rejected, if the function fitting root
mean square error is too high.

We use the library ALGLIB for polynomial and rational function fitting. AL-
GLIB works with polynomials and rational functions in barycentric representation
and employs the Floater-Hormann [35] algorithm for rational fitting. We achieved
best result when fitting a polynomial of a degree around six.

Polynomial and rational function fitting are compared in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Although the results appear similar, the distortion obtained by the polynomial
extrapolation tends to grow faster. For our lens, the rational function extrapola-
tion generally led to the best results. However, for other configurations, it might
be reasonable to test the performance of all the methods, including the Taylor
extrapolation based on pre-filtered samples.
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(a) Taylor extrapolation (b) Taylor extrapolation with pre-filtering

(c) Polynomial extrapolation (d) Rational extrapolation

(e) No extrapolation

Figure 5.1: A comparison of extrapolation methods based on extrapolation along
horizontal and vertical lines. Only extrapolation in the x-direction is active and
new samples are generated very densely for the purpose of the visualisation. The
red points represent the points on the display and the connected blue points
depict their distorted locations. The brighter red points are the measured values,
the dark-red points were computed via the respective extrapolation method. The
white rectangle marks the display boundary and the yellow square marks the
distortion centre.
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(a) Taylor extrapolation (b) Taylor extrapolation with pre-filtering

(c) Polynomial extrapolation (d) Rational extrapolation

(e) No extrapolation

Figure 5.2: A comparison of the results of distortion compensation with the use
of the same extrapolation methods and the same data as in Figure 5.1.

Other Approaches
Even though the extrapolation based on fitting works well in general, in many
cases, it still caused disruptive artifacts around the corners in the distortion-
compensated image, as the amount of extrapolation we require is large and the
problem is ill-posed. To improve the extrapolation quality, we experimented
with other approaches that use more a-priori knowledge about the nature of the
distortion function. In the end, the fitting along rows and columns has always
led to superior results and we improved the quality by other means, mainly by
better corner detection and filtering. Nevertheless, we discuss the ideas of the
algorithms in the following paragraphs.

Our motivation was the visualisation of the distortion function surface in polar
coordinates, shown in Figure 5.3. The magnitude of the distortion around corners
appears predictable and thus, it should be possible to extrapolate it properly.
Unlike in the previous extrapolation techniques, we decided not to extrapolate the
x-coordinate and y-coordinate separately, but rather to use the polar coordinates
and determine independently the distortion magnitude and the distortion angle.
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Figure 5.3: The magnitude of the distortion function. The contour lines around
borders apparently form concentric ellipses.

As the shape of the distortion magnitude around the corners resembles the
contour lines of an elliptic paraboloid, it was first modelled via a two-dimensional
polynomial of the second degree. Then, the fitting of a polynomial function of
the form a0 + a1x

1 + · · · + anxn + an+1y
1 + · · · + a2nyn was implemented as well.

Once we have an approximation of the distortion magnitude, we still need to
determine the distortion angle. Multiple methods were tested, the simplest idea
was to use the direction given by the vector between the sampled point and the
distortion centre. A better alternative was to use the gradient of the magnitude
function. Nevertheless, even higher degree polynomials always provide too coarse
approximation and they are not suitable for prediction of the distortion function
over the whole area of the lens.

The solution is to use the measured values in the areas where they are avail-
able and blend it with the less precise global function fitting around borders.
The optimisation procedure in which the polynomial coefficients are computed
considers only the points around borders of the measured region.

New samples are then generated based on existing samples. For each sample,
we generate new samples in the direction of its distortion. All new samples use the
same angle of distortion as the original sample and their magnitude is computed
by evaluating of the polynomial. New samples are accepted only if the area is
not covered by other samples.

This approach adds an additional assumption that the distortion angle around
borders does not change if we move in the direction of the distortion, which does
not necessarily need to be true. An example result is depicted in Figure 5.4a. In
comparison to the rational fitting along lines, shown in Figure 5.4b, its quality is
worse.
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(a) 2D polynomial extrapolation (b) Rational fitting along lines

(c) No extrapolation active

Figure 5.4: A comparison between the distortion-compensated image of a grid
with global 2D polynomial extrapolation of the third degree and with the rational
function fitting along lines. The 2D polynomial extrapolation is significantly less
precise. For example, the order of colours in the extrapolated parts of the image
is opposite than it should be — the blue lines should be closer to the centre than
the corresponding red lines.

5.2 Interpolation
Interpolation enables us to compute samples of the distortion function on the
regular grid of pixel centres, based on the irregularly placed measured values.
We perform the interpolation via a bi-cubic spline interpolation provided by the
library ALGLIB. Although the 2D spline interpolation in general also assumes
a regular grid, the library ALGLIB contains an algorithm capable of finding
a regular grid of splines such that the distance of the resulting surface from an
irregularly placed set of points is minimised. Apart from minimising the distance,
the algorithm also contains a regularisation term that enforces smoothness of the
resulting surface. The weight of the smoothness term is an important parameter
of our algorithm. If the smoothness is too low, the errors and imprecisions also
appear in the generated surface and cause visible artifacts in images transformed
by the distortion compensation algorithm. On the other hand, if the parameter
is too high, the surface is oversimplified and the compensated image tends to
preserve part of the distortion. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
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(a) Zero smoothness, display screen (b) Very high smoothness, display screen

(c) Zero smoothness, camera image (d) Very high smoothness, camera image

Figure 5.5: Distortion compensation algorithm with maps generated with extreme
values of the smoothness parameter. For zero smoothness, the image contains
errors and discontinuities. For very high smoothness, the distortion is not fully
removed.

5.3 Filtering
In this section, three types of filtering are described that are used in different
stages of the distortion measurement algorithm: filtering of the correspondences
by a repeated capture, smoothing of the measured values and, most importantly,
filtering across colour channels.

To remove the outliers, the first filtering procedure is done already in the image
capture phase. Instead of capturing just one image of a certain pattern position,
the pattern is captured twice. The correspondence detection runs independently
for both images and the results are merged into a final correspondence set. In
order to minimise the risk of having outliers in the final collection, only corners
which were successfully detected in both images are accepted. Also, for each
corner, the distance between its position in the first and in the second image
is measured and if it is larger than a certain threshold, the corner is rejected.
Either one of the corners was an outlier, or the detection was too imprecise. The
remaining corners are accepted and the average of their positions in both images
is used as their position in the final correspondence set. If the camera capture is
stable and the variance between detections is low, the double image capture can
be deactivated to increase computation speed.

The captured samples can further be filtered before the extrapolation step.
In this filtering stage, the same spline interpolation is computed as in the final
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interpolation step and the actually measured distortion values are replaced by
the corresponding values on the interpolation surface. This suppresses wrong
values and makes the whole surface smoother, which improves the quality of the
extrapolation.

The most complex filtering technique is the filtering across colour channels. It
enforces that the blue colour is distorted the most and the red colour is distorted
the least, which corresponds to the nature of chromatic aberration. It helps in
cases in which the quality of the measured data for one colour is worse than for
other colours. In our case, the worst colour was typically blue. The algorithm
first filters the values for the green colour based on the red colour and then the
distortion for the blue colour based on the green colour. The filtering is done
once for the correspondences before the spline surface is interpolated and once
more as a post-processing step for the distortion maps.

During the filtering, the distortion values for the filtered colour are compared
to the values for the reference colour and if they are smaller, they are increased to
match the distortion of the reference. The distortion of the filtered colour is, in
fact, larger than the distortion of the reference colour, but we set it to the same
value because we do not know how much larger it should be. The result of this
filtering is shown in Figure 5.6b, in comparison with no filtering in 5.6a.

To further improve our estimate of the correct distortion, we exploit another
property of the chromatic aberration, namely the fact that the further from the
distortion centre we are along a line, the stronger the effect is. We ensure that
the amount of chromatic aberration — that is, the difference in the distortion
between the filtered and reference colour – is non-decreasing as we go further
from the centre.

This filtering is applied on the distortion maps. It is implemented such that
the maps are transformed into the polar coordinate system, then the filtering
is done and finally, the maps are transformed back into the standard Cartesian
coordinate system. When transforming the image, we choose the distortion centre
as the reference point of the polar coordinate space. Then, we can easily filter
the values along rows, since the rows in polar coordinate system represent lines
from the centre under a fixed angle. The result of this improvement is shown in
Figure 5.6c.
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(a) No filtering (b) Lower bound (c) Non-decreasing

Figure 5.6: Bottom-left corner of a distortion compensated image with a dis-
tortion map with (a) no filtering applied, (b) chromatic aberration filtering that
ensures that green is not less distorted than red and blue is not less distorted
than green and (c) filtering that ensures that the chromatic aberration is a non-
decreasing function along a line from the centre to border
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6. Implementation
The described algorithms have been implemented in an application that is at-
tached to this thesis. The content of the attached data archive is described in
Attachment A. The aim of this chapter is to introduce the application to a user
as well as to a developer who wants to modify it. In the first part of this chapter,
the features of the application are discussed. In the second part, the architecture
of the software implementation is presented. The user interface of the application
is shown in Figure 6.1.

The last section of this chapter, Section 6.10, describes the tool we have
developed and used for camera calibration.

Figure 6.1: Three windows of the application: the pattern viewer displays the
content that is currently drawn on the display of the VR headset, the video
capture window shows the camera image and a command-line window prints
information about the performed algorithms.

6.1 Features
The main purpose of the application is to run the algorithm that measures the
lens distortion and produces distortion maps that can be used by the distortion
compensation algorithm. Nevertheless, it also contains other features that help
the user analyse properties of the virtual reality lens. The following list provides
an overview of the available features:

• Three different patterns can be displayed on the virtual reality display and
let the user visually asses the distortion: a chessboard, a chessboard with
the ArUco pattern (as described in Chapter 3.1), and a grid. The patterns
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can be translated, scaled and displayed in either red, green, blue, or white
colour.

• If a distortion map is loaded, it is possible to switch between the view of
the original or a distortion-compensated image.

• The distortion measurement algorithm can be run in all variants mentioned
in this thesis and with other configuration options (for instance with or
without handling of chromatic aberration). The configuration is done via a
set of settings files. The structure of the settings files is described in Section
6.3.

• Different cameras can be connected to the application via the standard
webcam interface. Furthermore, it is possible to connect to the camera
model GoPro Hero 3+ over a wi-fi network. Additionally, a controller for
the camera IDS uEye is available. Cameras can be switched at runtime.

• Instead of the automatic distortion map warping, users can provide a cus-
tom OpenGL shader that transforms the image before it is displayed on the
VR headset display. The shader can be modified and reloaded at runtime.

• A corner detection test can be run. The test runs the corner detection
algorithm on the current camera image and saves the image with marked
corners into the application folder. The purpose of the corner detection test
is to enable the user to easily test the corner detection algorithm and adjust
its configuration so that it performs well during the distortion measurement
algorithm.

• When the distortion measurement algorithm is run, the application outputs
many images that visualise the progress of the algorithm and can help
understand the lens distortion, such as the aligned correspondences, the
contour lines of the distortion magnitude and angle, or the sampling rate
at different areas of the image.

The application is controlled by a keyboard. The mapping of keys to features
is printed into the console window when the program starts. Most input is set
via the configuration files, which are described in Section 6.3.

The software tool was developed and tested on the Windows platform. Nev-
ertheless, as all its dependencies are multiplatform, it would be possible to port
it also to the Linux operating system.

6.2 Input and Output Data
The algorithm gathers its input data by projecting of a pattern on the headset
display and capturing of photographs of the pattern via a camera. Thus, the
algorithm needs to be able to communicate with the headset and with the camera.

The connection of a camera via the webcam interface or the GoPro wi-fi
controller is simple and consists just in enabling of the feature in the configuration.
For a different camera that cannot be connected as a webcam, a new controller
would need to be developed, as described in Section 6.7. The more complex part
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of the camera support is obtaining of the distortion parameters, for which the
camera calibration procedure needs to be performed. The parameters have to
be set in the configuration either in the format of the OpenCV standard camera
calibration model or the OpenCV fisheye model. The tool described in Section
6.10 can be used.

For the communication with the headset, two approaches are possible. The
first option is to develop a controller, as detailed in Section 6.6. No controller im-
plementation is provided. As an alternative, the headset display can be connected
to the computer as an additional monitor. Then, the pattern viewer window can
directly be moved onto this monitor and switched to the full-screen mode. An
advantage is the simplicity of this approach. A disadvantage is the fact that no
other communication with the headset is possible and information such as the
distortion centre position needs to be set statically in the configuration file.

When the algorithm finishes, it produces the distortion maps for red, green,
and blue colour, in the format described in Section 1.3. The maps are directly
loaded into the memory of the GPU and used for the distortion compensation.
To be able to use the maps outside of the application, they are also written into
a binary file and stored at a location specified in the configuration.

The binary file with the output consists of the three matrices for the red,
green, and blue distortion stored sequentially. Each matrix record consists of two
8-byte unsigned integer values that specify the width and height of the map, a
4-byte signed integer value that specifies the matrix data type and the actual
data. The matrix data type is a value defined by the OpenCV framework and it
is always the same. Each matrix element consists of two 4-byte float values, the
matrix is stored element by element in a row-major order.

6.3 Configuration
The configuration of the application is set via a set of settings files that are
automatically generated on the first start of the application in the settings
subdirectory of the application folder. The files are stored in the extensible
markup language (XML) format.

There is a general settings collection, stored in the file user settings.xml,
and further there are settings files that pertain to specific features of the applica-
tion, for instance camera configuration or VR headset configuration. The path to
the other settings files can be set in the user settings collection, which makes it
possible to, for example, manage multiple camera settings collections for multiple
cameras and switch to a different collection when the camera is changed. This is
helpful, because many values need to be changed when the camera is exchanged,
most notably the distortion correction parameters.

Some of the settings, for example the size of the display window or the res-
olution of the chessboard pattern have to be set before the application starts.
However, most of the settings, especially the settings that configure the run of
the algorithm, can be modified and reloaded at runtime. The settings are reloaded
automatically before each algorithm run and can also be reloaded manually.

The settings are documented directly in the settings files. However, as there
are many configuration options, the following subsections provide an overview of
the most important settings.
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User Settings
The general settings collection can be used to set the resolutions of the application
windows and the resolutions of the chessboards. The paths to other settings
collection can be adjusted and the application can be switched to the mode in
which a custom shader is used for the distortion compensation instead of the
computed distortion map by deactivating of the option USE STATIC MAP WARPING.
The modifiable shaders are placed in the subdirectory user shaders.

Likewise, interpolation and filtering options are included in this collection,
most importantly the algorithm parameter INTERPOLATION SPLINE SMOOTHNESS
discussed in Section 5.2 and the options that switch the chromatic aberration
filtering, as described in Section 5.3: FILTER MAPS LOWER BOUND and
ENFORCE INCREASING CHROMATIC ABERRATION.

Camera Settings
In the camera settings file, the camera input is configured, for example the res-
olution of the input video stream, type of the camera and distortion correction
parameters. Also, filtering and corner detection options that depend on the cam-
era properties, such as image sharpness, brightness, or resolution, are stored in
this file.

Unless either the GoPro wifi controller or the IDS uEye controller is activated
by the USE U EYE CAMERA or USE GOPRO WIFI CAMERA CONTROLLER option, it is
assumed that a webcam should be used. If more than one webcam is connected,
the correct one can be selected by setting the VIDEO DEVICE INDEX option. If the
camera is placed upside down, the image can be turned by 180° by setting of the
option CAMERA IMAGE UPSIDE DOWN.

The camera calibration parameters can be set for all colour channels at once
or for each colour channel independently, which can be set by the option
UNDISTORT EACH COLOR SEPARATELY. The camera calibration result is specified
by two 2D points: the camera projection centre and the camera focal length, and
by a list of distortion coefficients. By default, the standard OpenCV distortion
coefficients are expected. This can be changed to the fisheye camera model by
modification of the value USE FISHEYE MODEL. Additional two parameters are
required to specify how the distortion-corrected image points are projected into
the final image. The parameter REMAP FOCAL LENGTH determines the image scale
and the parameter UNDISTORTED IMAGE SHIFT the translation of the content.

If the quality of captured images varies, by using the option
USE TWO IMAGE FILTERING it is possible to activate the double image capture,
described in Section 5.3. Furthermore, a path to the settings file with corner
detection settings is defined in the camera settings file so that the corner detection
settings can be defined differently for each camera.

Finally, via the option USE MOCKUP CAMERA, it is possible to deactivate a real
camera and use a mock-up camera instead, which loads the images from a folder
on the disk. This feature can be used to run the distortion compensation algo-
rithm with a set of offline captured images.
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VR Headset Settings
The settings collection, by default stored in the file hmd settings.xml, is used
to configure the head mounted display. In this file, it is possible to activate
a mock-up driver (by the option USE MOCKUP EXTERNAL DISLPAY) if no driver is
available for the headset and use the headset as an additional display, as indicated
in Section 6.2. The distortion centre and the resolution of the mock-up display
can also be set here.

Capture Settings
The capture settings file, capture settings.xml, determines the run of the pat-
tern detection introduced in Chapter 3. Via the option USE CHARUCO DETECTION,
it is possible to switch between the ChAruco and standard chessboard detection.
During the pattern capture, the pattern can be translated and captured repeat-
edly in order to obtain more samples. The translation amount and the number of
captures in the x- and y-direction can be configured. Furthermore, the capture of
all primary colours for the chromatic aberration compensation can be deactivated
by setting of the option STATIC MAP NO CHROMATIC ABERRATION.

Alignment Settings
In the alignment settings file, by default named alignment settings.xml, the
different alignment algorithms from Chapter 4 can be activated (a simple optimi-
sation around the distortion centre, an optimisation with perspective projection
estimation and the alignment based on the known distortion centre position). Via
the value of the parameter ALIGNMENT MAX DISTANCE FACTOR, it is also possible
to modify the radius of the area around the distortion centre that should be used
for the alignment.

Extrapolation Settings
The extrapolation methods presented in Section 5.1 can be switched in the ex-
trapolation settings file, extrapolation settings.xml. By setting of the value
DISABLE BOUNDARY EXTRAPOLATION to true, the extrapolation can be fully dis-
abled. The option USE GLOBAL 2D POLYNOMIAL FITTING decides whether the 1D
extrapolation along lines and columns is used or the global 2D fitting is used.
If the 1D extrapolation is used, the option USE TAYLOR EXTRAPOLATION switches
between the Taylor extrapolation and the fitting approach. The two fitting alter-
natives, polynomial or rational function fitting, can be switched using the option
EXTRAPOLATION FIT RATIONAL FUNC.

Additionally, many parameters for the algorithms can be adjusted, for example
the maximum root mean square error of the fitting, the minimum number of
samples required to perform the extrapolation, the extrapolation step, or the
maximum number of new samples.
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Input and Output Settings
The settings file input output settings.xml contains paths to the input and
output distortion maps.

Corner Detection Settings
Corner detection settings corner detection settings.xml is a collection of pa-
rameters that are used by the plain chessboard detection algorithm presented in
Section 3.2. The most important parameter is CORNER DETECTION QUALITY RATIO,
which influences the number of detected corners. These parameters can be ad-
justed using the corner detection test feature of the application.

6.4 Choice of Platform and Libraries
The application is implemented in C++, which enabled simple interoperability
with our headset, and it uses the graphics library OpenGL to render the patterns.
To access the OpenGL functions and to manage the graphical user interface
window, the libraries GLEW and GLFW are used.

Since computer vision tasks have to be performed throughout our algorithm,
it was natural to also employ the computer vision library OpenCV, which pro-
vides us with data structures suitable for image processing and we rely on it in
tasks such as corner detection, threshold selection, homography transform estima-
tion, camera image distortion correction, morphological operations and distance
transform computation, or conversion of images into polar coordinate system.

For computation of the alignment, we utilised the numerics library Eigen.
Later, we added a library ALGLIB that has similar features as Eigen but provided
us with more advanced interpolation and fitting algorithms.

As we could not obtain the full resolution image from our GoPro Hero cam-
era via the webcam interface, we decided to implement a wi-fi controller for
this camera, which remotely initiates the image capture and subsequently down-
loads the images from the SD card. We used the unofficial camera wi-fi API
documentation[36] and implemented it with the network communication library
curlpp[37], which wraps the C library libcurl[38].

Finally, to be able to test the algorithm also with our IDS uEye camera, it
was necessary to implement a controller for it using the API of the company IDS.
The IDS library is not included in the attached files and the project is by default
compiled without the IDS uEye camera support. Its compilation can be enabled
in the file uEyeController/UeyeEnabled.h.

The project was developed using Visual Studio 2017 and 2019 and the Visual
Studio project files are included.

6.5 Overall Project Structure
Our project consists of four distinct components that are introduced here and
further discussed in the following four sections. The components are:
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• Pattern rendering component which employs OpenGL to draw the pat-
terns, displays the rendered content to the user, and passes the rendered
content to the VR headset controller. If the distortion compensation is
active, it applies the distortion shaders that compensate for the distortion.

• Video stream interface that communicates with the camera controller,
obtains captured images, corrects their distortion, displays them to the user
and provides them to other parts of the application.

• VR headset controller, an interface between our application and the
headset, that configures the headset, displays the provided pattern on its
screen and obtains information about its current state, for example the
translation of the displays with respect to the lenses.

• Distortion measurement algorithm, a set of classes that use the in-
terfaces of the preceding three application components to implement the
pattern capture; subsequently, they perform the correspondence detection,
alignment, extrapolation, interpolation, filtering and static map genera-
tion. Finally, the resulting distortion compensation maps are passed to the
rendering component so that they can be used to transform the rendered
content.

The core of the pattern rendering component is the class PatternViewer in
which the main rendering loop runs. In the rendering loop, the pattern is rendered
into a buffer. If the distortion compensation is active, an additional rendering
pipeline that applies the distortion compensation is run. Finally, the result is
redrawn into the window buffer so that it is displayed on the computer screen
and into the buffer of the headset in order to display it on the headset screen. A
further render pass can be performed to overlay the rendered content with debug
information on both the computer and headset screen, for example to display a
point at the position of the distortion centre. The design of the classes responsible
for the actual rendering is described in Section 6.8.

The rendering loop of the PatternViewer class runs in the main thread until
the application is exited and it is also responsible for processing of the user input.
It manages the other components of the application. For instance, if requested
by the user, it starts the algorithm or restarts the video stream.

The video stream runs in an independent thread and it is initialised by the
class VideoWindow. Nevertheless, the video window passes the control to the
actual camera controller. The camera controller invokes VideoWindow only when
a new frame is available that should be displayed to the user. The images are
displayed using the basic graphical user interface support of OpenCV. The archi-
tecture of camera controllers is discussed in Section 6.7.

PatternViewer contains an abstraction layer for launching of algorithms, in-
terrupting them if the user requests that and waiting for them to finish. This
enables, for example, the corner detection test (defined in the class
CornerDetectionTest) to also be handled as an algorithm. However, the most
relevant algorithm is the algorithm for distortion measurement with the main
class StaticMapAlgorithm. Its structure is described in Section 6.9.

All parts of the program require access to the current settings. The settings
are thus made accessible through a singleton instance of the class UserSettings.
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This class contains fields for all settings from the general settings collection and in-
stances of classes that represent other settings collections (such as CameraSettings,
InputOutputSettings or AlignmentSettings).

The settings collections are stored and loaded using the OpenCV persistence
feature. When the application starts, it attempts to load the settings and if
the files do not exist, it constructs the settings collections with their default
constructors and serialises the values into the files so that the user can modify
them.

6.6 VR Headset Interface
The interface of the VR headset controller is defined by the abstract class
ExternalDisplay. The interface contains a method init device that has to
initialise the connected device and a method display in which the display should
be redrawn. The screen content is passed to the VR controller via an OpenGL
framebuffer. ExternalDisplay has to create the buffer and provide its index
to the rendering loop. The buffer allocation can be performed in the method
init graphics and the index should be stored in the protected field buffer .
Also the width and height of the buffer should be stored into the protected fields
width and height , so that the framework can access these values through the
public methods width, height and buffer. The headset should further provide
the distortion centre position on the display via the method distortion center
and optionally the relative distance of the lens from the display through the
method lens distance.

The only ExternalDisplay implementation provided in the attached files is
the class MockupDisplay. It ignores the requests to display a content on the
screen and reports the display size and distortion centre position based on the
constants stored in the user settings.

In order to add support for a new headset type, it is necessary to create a class
that implements the above described interface and instantiate it in the method
get external display in the class PatternViewer.

6.7 Camera Interface
The camera video stream is initialised by launching of the run method of the
VideoWindow in a separate thread. According to the camera selected in configu-
ration, VideoWindow chooses a camera controller. Camera controllers implement
the interface VideoSource.

Each VideoSource implementation contains the method run live stream.
This method blocks the thread and reads one frame after another, until termina-
tion is required by the framework (the method should stop returns true). As an
argument, the method run live stream receives a reference to an object of the
type FrameHandler. This object is a functor and should be notified about every
new image by calling its operator (). The new frame is passed to FrameHandler
as an argument of the method call in the OpenCV image format — as a matrix
cv::Mat.
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The other method required by VideoSource is get high res image. If the
camera supports multiple resoltions, a worse resolution might be sufficient for the
live preview, but the algorithm should work with the highest possible resolution.
The method get high res image requires a frame in the highest possible resolu-
tion. Providing the camera captures lower resolution during the capture initiated
in run live stream, an image in higher resolution suitable for the image analysis
should be returned by get high res image. Otherwise, the next frame from the
live stream can be returned. Calls to this method need to be thread-safe, because
the algorithm that requests the images runs on a different thread than the live
stream.

VideoSource is responsible for performing of the camera image distortion
correction. To this end, the class Undistortion that performs the distortion
correction based on the parameters in the configuration file using OpenCV can
be used.

Three implementation of VideoSource are present in our application:
VideoCaptureVideoSource, which uses OpenCV VideoCapture to get access to
computer’s webcam stream, GoPro Hero controller GoproWifiVideoSource and
IDS uEye camera controller UEyeController.

In order to add support for a new camera, the interface VideoSource has to
be implemented, added as a field to the VideoWindow class and registered in its
method choose video source.

6.8 Pattern Rendering
This section provides an overview of the architecture of the pattern rendering
component of our application.

We only need to draw two-dimensional patterns, thus our OpenGL scene
typically consists of a single rectangle that fills the whole viewport. The content
of the image is then generated in the fragment shader either procedurally or using
textures. The common functionality of this pipeline — loading of shaders and
preparation of the scene – is defined in the abstract class Texture2DRenderer.
The hierarchy of classes that inherit Texture2DRenderer is depicted in Figure
6.2.
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Texture2DRenderer

Transformable2DRenderer

MonochromeTexture2dRenderer

ChessboardRendererMonochromeImageRenderer

CharucoRenderer PlainChessboardRenderer

GridRenderer

StaticMapWarpingRenderer

Figure 6.2: Inheritance hierarchy of the classes used for rendering

In the pattern viewer, we want to be able to translate the pattern, scale it
and change its colour and brightness. An interface for setting of these param-
eters is provided by Transformable2DRenderer, an abstract class that inherits
Texture2DRenderer. The values of these parameters are passed to the fragment
shader and the shader has to consider them during the pixel value computation.

The class MonochromeTexture2dRenderer extends Transformable2DRenderer
by allowing an arbitrary monochrome texture to be rendered. The required pos-
sibility to change the colour is achieved by OpenGL commands that change the
interpretation of the monochrome texture data.

We render four different pattern types and, consequently, we use four classes
that inherit Transformable2DRenderer. PlainChessboardRenderer and
CharucoRenderer generate the chessboard patern or the chessboard pattern with
ChAruco markers based on textures passed to the fragment shader. The chess-
board renderers share a common ancestor, ChessboardRenderer. Its purpose
is to provide information about the current layout of the chessboard to the
algorithm. Next, GridRenderer generates a grid pattern procedurally in the
fragment shader. Finally, MonochromeImageRenderer supports rendering of an
arbitrary monochrome image represented by an OpenCV matrix. It inherits
MonochromeTexture2dRenderer and it is used by the display segmentation algo-
rithm (discussed in Section 3.2) to project horizontal and vertical stripes.

An additional renderer, StaticMapWarpingRenderer is used for the distortion
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compensation pipeline. It implements the distortion compensation algorithm
using the per-pixel approach, as explained in Section 1.2.

All shaders used by the renderers are located in the shaders directory.

6.9 Distortion Measurement Algorithm Imple-
mentation

In this section, the design of the algorithm implementation is discussed.
The main algorithm class, StaticMapAlgorithm, extends the class

WarpingAlgorithm. Through the WarpingAlgorithm interface, the algorithm
communicates with other threads. For example, it can be notified that the algo-
rithm should be interrupted or the algorithm can report it has finished so that the
main thread can unlock the user interface, which is disabled during the algorithm
run.

StaticMapAlgorithm requires no direct input data, only references to
PatternViewer, ExternalDisplay, VideoSource, and UserSettings.
ExternalDisplay is used to obtain the distortion centre position and size of
the headset display, PatternViewer to project and translate the pattern and
VideoSource to capture the images.

The pattern capture and detection is managed by the CorrespondenceCapture
class. It translates the pattern along the display successively in red, green and
blue colour and uses PatternDetectionEngine to detect the corners and match
correspondences. To improve the performance, the capture of new images and
the processing of the already captured images runs in parallel.

Proper PatternDetectionEngine implementation is used according to the con-
figuration — either CharucoDetectionEngine or
PlainChessboardDetectionEngine. CharucoDetectionEngine activates the
chessboard with ArUco markers and uses the OpenCV chArUco module for its de-
tection. PlainChessboardDetectionEngine performs the detection and match-
ing of a plain chessboard, as described in Section 3.2. In its initialisation, it
performs the subdivision of the camera image into segments and prepares the
segment maps, which are then used to match the correspondences.

CorrespondenceCapture aggregates the detected image points and the orig-
inal display points for each colour in the collection class
CorrespondencesSingleColor. Correspondences for all three colours are wrapped
in an instance of the class CorrespondencesRGB and returned to
StaticMapAlgorithm.

One of the alignment methods is then used to find the transformation between
the image points and camera points jointly for all three colours. The optimisa-
tion procedures are defined as static methods in classes PointSetAligner and
PointSetAlignerProjective. Subsequently, the obtained transformation is ap-
plied to all camera points.

In the next stage, the correspondences are optionally filtered (via ALGLIB
spline interpolation with smoothing) and extrapolation is performed. If the 2D
fitting extrapolation is active, the class GlobalFittingExtrapolation computes
the model and passes it to StaticMapInterpolator. StaticMapInterpolator
creates 2D distortion maps by evaluating of the distortion functions in the cen-
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tre of every display pixel. For other types of extrapolation, the extrapolation
algorithms generate new samples for each colour and insert them to the original
collections. The collections are then interpolated with splines and 2D distortion
maps are produced based on the spline interpolation by StaticMapInterpolator.

Static methods in classes TaylorExtrapolator and FittingExtrapolator
are used to perform the extrapolation along rows and columns. The optimisation
procedures used for polynomial 2D fitting are located in classes
ParaboloidFitting and Polynomial2D.

Finally, chromatic aberration filtering is performed by the class Filtering.
The 2D maps with offsets are converted into a format in which the relative dis-
tortion offsets are replaced by the absolute texture coordinates required by the
distortion compensation algorithm. The maps are saved to a file and passed to
StaticMapWarpingRenderer, which uploads them to the GPU.

6.10 Camera Calibration Tool
The camera calibration process consists of two parts: correspondence detection
and the optimisation procedure in which the parameters are computed. For large
datasets of high-resolution images, running the pattern detection can be time
consuming. For this reason, we subdivided the task into two projects: the first
project analyses the images, finds corners, and saves the correspondences into a
text file, while the second project loads the correspondences and runs the actual
calibration using the OpenCV algorithms.

The tool has no user interface, it is configured via modification of a C++ file
Constants.h. In this file, it is possible to set paths to input and output files and
choose the algorithm to run. The tool prints the results into console and into a
file from which they can easily be copied and placed into the configuration of our
main application.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, a tool for automatic measurement of general lens distortion has
been developed, which is based on interpolation of measured samples. The only
required hardware, apart from the examined virtual reality headset, is a camera
that can be controlled from a computer. The camera needs to be fixed in a
position that corresponds to the normal eye position of a person who uses the
VR headset.

We have discussed different approaches to correspondence measurement, point
detection and matching as well as to the alignment of the projected and measured
points. Further, we evaluated various filtering and extrapolation options.

The source code of a software tool with interfaces for connection of a VR
headset and a camera is attached to this thesis. It contains features that aid the
user in lens analysis, such as displaying of different patterns, distortion with a
custom shader and most notably, it can run the automatic distortion measurement
algorithm with all the options described in the thesis, configurable via a set
of settings files. The software is written in C++, uses the library OpenGL to
display graphics and employs the OpenCV framework for computer vision tasks.
For numerics, libraries Eigen and ALGLIB are used. Thanks to the OpenCV
VideoCapture interface, arbitrary camera accessible as a webcam in the operating
system is supported. To get access to images with higher resolution, a wi-fi
controller has been implemented specifically for the camera GoPro Hero 3+,
using the network communication library libcpp. Furthermore, as an IDS camera
was used for our tests as well, a controller for IDS uEye cameras was implemented
via the company’s proprietary programming interface.

Since a high quality camera calibration is a prerequisite for correct results
of the algorithm, camera calibration is discussed and the thesis also contains a
tool that simplifies the camera calibration process. The tool wraps the existing
camera calibration implementations provided by the OpenCV framework and its
extension modules (standard calibration, fisheye calibration and omnidirectional
camera calibration). It enables the user to compare the results of these approaches
and use the best one for the distortion measurement. The result is printed in a
format that can be directly inserted into the configuration file of the distortion
measurement application.

6.11 Results
Our tests with wide-field-of-view VR lens causing severe distortion have proven
that the combination of the best implemented approaches produces convincing
results with little or no observable artifacts. Two example results obtained with
different cameras are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4.

Our cameras do not capture the whole area of the display, which is apparent
when comparing the observed pattern in Figure 6.4d and the pattern projected
on the display in Figure 6.5. The user of the VR headset also does not see the
whole area of the display. Nevertheless, the field of view of our cameras does
not completely coincide with users’ field of view. Most importantly, users can
see substantially more content in the right part of the display. Thus, we have to
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rely on extrapolation. The distortion maps shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 perform
well also in this area. Although this cannot be seen in the camera images, in
Figure 6.5 it is visible that the distorted surface develops in expectable manner
(the amount of distortion increases gradually and synchronously for all colours)
even in the right third of the display, for which no measurements are available.

Another important aspect of the result quality is the absence of local irregular-
ities that are observable when the pattern starts moving and changes proportions.
Our results contain no such problems in areas where sufficient number of sam-
ples can be obtained. Both our example results contain small irregularities in
peripheral regions that are visible in the provided static images: in Figure 6.3,
unevenness can be observed in the bottom as well as in the rightmost part of
the image. The distortion map in Figure 6.4 was generated using an order of
magnitude more samples. As a result, it contains only less significant artifacts in
the bottom right and top right corner. They can also be observed in Figure 6.5
as locations with discrepancy between the lines for red, green, and blue colour.
Since these imprecisions are far from the centre in areas in which the user’s sight
is much less sensitive, they are unlikely to cause problems.
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(a) Camera image of distortion-compensated chessboard pattern

(b) Camera image of distortion-compensated grid pattern

Figure 6.3: A result of the distortion compensation algorithm. The distortion
map was generated from images captured by our GoPro camera in resolution
1920x1080 px, with plain-chessboard detection algorithm, rational-function ex-
trapolation, and using 16 images per colour. In total, approximately 13,500
correspondences have been detected for each colour. The original distortion is
depicted in Figure 1b.

Generally, the algorithm runs at most several minutes, depending on the cam-
era capture speed, the requested number of measured samples and the resolution
of the camera images that the algorithm has to process. Certain configuration
of the parameters is necessary to make the algorithm run well for a particular
combination of a camera and a VR headset; however, we tried to reduce the re-
quired configuration as much as possible. In our test with a different camera and
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a different VR headset, only a small number of parameters had to be adapted to
make the algorithm produce good results. The proposed method is thus viable
and can be used in practice to deal with VR-lens distortion, as well as for general
lens analysis.

(a) Chessboard pattern without distortion
compensation

(b) Chessboard pattern with distortion
compensation

(c) Grid pattern without distortion com-
pensation

(d) Grid pattern with distortion compen-
sation

Figure 6.4: A result of the distortion compensation algorithm with our 16MPx
IDS uEye camera based on a large number of correspondences. Plain-chessboard
detection algorithm, rational-function extrapolation, and 128 images per colour
were used. In total, around 180,000 samples were used for each colour.

Limitations
As the method relies on the use of measurements, its results depend on the
quality of the hardware used: the camera and its lens. The field of view of the
lens has to cover the most of the VR-lens field of view, because the capabilities
of the extrapolation are limited. Unless we make stronger assumptions about
the model of the lens, we do not have enough information to be able to reliably
extrapolate over larger areas.
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Figure 6.5: Distortion-compensated grid pattern that corresponds to the result
shown in Figure 6.4d

The measurements are done in the distortion-corrected camera image and if
the camera distortion was not removed correctly or fully, it introduces an error
into the final distortion map. Thus, a precise camera calibration is crucial. Even
with a fisheye-camera lens, which causes strong distortion, it is possible to achieve
a sufficiently good calibration by using, for example, the available implementation
of camera calibration in OpenCV. However, there is a problem if the camera lens
causes significant chromatic aberration. For example, with the distortion com-
pensation presented in Figure 6.4, slight chromatic aberration is visible when the
pattern is observed directly. Even though there is research on camera calibration
with chromatic aberration compensation, none of the well-known implementa-
tions deals with this phenomenon.

Future Work
In this work, we concentrated on measurement of the distortion the users observe
when they look through the centre of the VR lens. In reality, the observed
distortion slightly changes as the user rotates their eyes. In future, it would be
useful to be able to predict the distortion based on the angle of the observer’s
eye. The distortion could then be compensated based on output of an eye-tracking
system. Nevertheless, this adds an additional dimension to the problem and the
latency of the compensation would need to be extremely low in order to make it
unnoticeable to the user.
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Attachments

A Data Attachment Content
A data archive with the developed application and other supplementary files is
provided as an attachment of this thesis.

It contains the following components:

• The source code of the distortion measurement and analysis tool, located
in the folder LensApp/sources, including Visual Studio 2019 project files
and dependencies

• The compiled version of the application that can be run on a 64-bit system
with Windows, placed in the folder LensApp/bin

• The source code of the camera calibration tool in the folder CameraCalibration

• A document with further instructions about compilation and use of the
attached programs, readme.pdf

• The text of this thesis, thesis.pdf
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